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FORWARD
The Director, faculty, and staff welcome you to the Hannah E. Mullins School of Practical Nursing (HEMSPN) and to the career of
nursing. We wish you success in your endeavor to reach your goal as you work toward a meaningful career in nursing.
This Student Handbook describes various aspects, policies, and procedures associated with HEMSPN. The Director and faculty reserve
the right to change, revise, and update any portion of the program, policies, or procedures described in this Student Handbook. You are
required to read and follow this handbook.

HISTORY OF THE HANNAH E. MULLINS SCHOOL OF PRACTICAL NURSING
HEMSPN was founded in 1957 when Salem City Hospital (now Salem Regional Medical Center) closed the diploma school for
registered nurses and established a practical nursing school. The spacious Charles S. Bonsall residence, purchased in 1918 by Mr.
Mullins for the diploma school, easily accommodated the newly established Hannah E. Mullins School of Practical Nursing. The name
"Hannah E. Mullins" was chosen in memory of Mr. Mullins' mother. Mrs. Marie G. Durand was the first director of the school and
remained the administrator until her retirement in 1975.
The Charles S. Bonsall home accommodated the necessary facilities including classrooms, a clinical simulation lab, library, offices, and
a dormitory. Student clinical experiences occurred at the Salem Community Hospital as well as a pediatric clinical at Akron Children's
Hospital. The Salem Community Hospital expansion in 1964 included a pediatric unit, allowing the clinical learning needs for the
practical nursing student to be met in one convenient location.
The National League for Nursing (NLN) accredited HEMSPN in June of 1970. At that time, HEMSPN was the second practical nursing
school to be NLN accredited in the State of Ohio.
In August 1978, the Bonsall residence was scheduled for demolition. From the charming, quaint surrounding of a historical home,
HEMSPN moved into completely modernized, air conditioned, and convenient facility within the Salem Community Hospital. Until
February 1991, a dormitory and laundry facilities also were available to the nursing student who preferred to live on the premises.
In March 1991, HEMSPN affiliated with the Salem City School District Board of Education. This move facilitated funding from the
Ohio Department of Education, Office of Vocational Education. With this change, the school offices, library, computer room,
conference room and student lounge were housed in the MRI Annex across from the Salem Community Hospital. One classroom and
nursing skills laboratory remained in the hospital; a second classroom was provided by the Salem City School District. In addition,
clinical experiences were expanded to include long-term care at Crandall Medical Center as well as the experiences offered at Salem
Community Hospital and in the community.
Still operating under the auspices of the Salem Board of Education, HEMSPN experienced two additional moves. The first was August
1997, when the administrative offices, clinical simulation lab, and computer room were housed in the Salem Senior High School while
the classrooms were relocated at the Salem City Schools Adult Education facilities. The second and latest HEMSPN relocation in
August 2006, was to the old Salem Middle School building now known as the Kent State City Center. HEMSPN offices, classrooms,
and clinical simulation lab are located on the third floor. This move provides for expansion of the practical nursing program.
From 1997 to the present, the HEMSPN program continues to evolve. Part of this evolution and growth incorporates the addition of a
variety of long-term care facilities and community clinic settings. The addition of these facilities provides opportunities to enhance
student learning to achieve program outcomes. As of 2018, HEMSPN has added a part time program and an STNA program. The
STNA Program ended spring of 2020 due to the COVID - 19 pandemic.
The Practical nursing program at Salem City Schools at the Hannah E. Mullins School of Practical Nursing located in Salem, Ohio is
accredited by the: Accreditation Commission for Education in Nursing (ACEN) 3390 Peachtree Road NE, Suite 1400 Atlanta, GA
30326, (404) 975-5000, approval by the Ohio Board of Nursing and the Ohio Department of Higher Education. Throughout the years,
HEMSPN has maintained a reputation of excellence and continues to uphold excellence in nursing and education standards.
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THE HEMSPN PROGRAM
PROGRAM DESCRIPTION
HEMSPN offers a full-time forty-four (44) instructional week or part-time eighty-eight (88) week fourteen hundred (1400) hour,
educational and experiential program. The programs requires HEALTHCARE PROVIDER CPR certification as this prepares the
graduate for a career in nursing. Both programs have breaks and holidays incorporated into the academic schedule.
Following completion of the program, the graduate who has met the additional State Board of Nursing requirements is eligible to take
the NCLEX-PN, a national licensing exam. After successfully passing this exam, the HEMSPN graduate is able to provide care as a
licensed practical nurse (LPN) or licensed vocational nurse (LVN) within the scope of nursing practice as defined by the licensing state.
Employment opportunities for the LPN include hospitals, long-term care facilities, healthcare provider offices, clinics, schools, and
home health care agencies, etc. The HEMSPN graduate also obtains a firm foundation in nursing which enables him/her to pursue
higher nursing education, if desired.

PROGRAM PHILOSOPHY
The philosophy of HEMSPN is based upon the following beliefs of the founders, Director and faculty:


Individuals are unique, culturally diverse, holistic, ever evolving beings with basic human needs who continually interact with
the environment and adapt to change. The individual's environment includes all external conditions along with family,
community, and society that influence the development of the individual.



Society is multi-cultural and is composed of people of all ages and ethnic groups with varied socio-economic, religious,
educational, and racial backgrounds.



Health is the highest attainable level of physical, mental, emotional, and social wellbeing. It is not the mere absence of disease
or infirmity.



Nursing is a service performed by skilled professionals. It encompasses (a) health promotion screening and teaching, (b) caring
for the ill and for those with special needs, (c) rehabilitative and restorative support services, and (d) emotional and physical
support for the dying. Nursing care/services extend to the individual, the family, and society. The nursing process is the
framework that provides the nurse with an organized and scientific method to alleviate, minimize, or prevent actual or potential
health problems.



Today the need for nurses and nursing care is changing along with the total delivery of health care. This change necessitates
varied educational preparations for nursing personnel. Consequently, the LPN, at the direction of the registered nurse, licensed
physician, dentist, podiatrist or chiropractor, has a unique, distinct, integral, and essential place on the contemporary health
care team and in a variety of health care settings.



Nursing education is viewed as a continuing and continual process that integrates practical experience with formal learning.
Therefore, it is felt that all nursing educational programs should be structured to provide seamless articulation in order to
facilitate the professional growth, evolution, and mobility of all nurses.



Practical nursing education is the means for individuals to acquire the knowledge, skills, and attitudes necessary for safe,
effective licensed practitioners. This education also prepares the individual to be an ethical and legally responsible member of
the health care team.



The teaching-learning process is a necessary component for a nursing educational program and requires a cooperative effort
between the Director, faculty, and staff. Learning is the planned integration of theory with clinical experiences. This integration
progresses from simple to complex on the wellness-illness continuum. Completion of this nursing program is not an endpoint,
but an integral part of the student's lifelong learning experience.
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MISSION STATEMENT
The mission of HEMSPN is to provide high quality nursing education so that, once licensed, graduates may enter the workplace as
competent practitioners and/or pursue higher education in nursing. This mission is accomplished through evidenced based nursing
theory, and community partnerships for clinical experience, and observation.

PROGRAM CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK
The HEMSPN program was developed within a conceptual framework that implements the philosophy and student learning outcomes.
The foundation for the curriculum is formed by three major concepts: (a) basic human needs drawn from the theory of Virginia
Henderson, (b) wellness-illness continuum throughout the life span, and (c) the nursing process. As the student progresses through the
program, the concept of the individual as a holistic being with eleven basic human needs develops. These basic needs are:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)
9)
10)
11)

Breathe normally
Eat and drink adequately
Eliminate wastes
Move and maintain desirable posture
Sleep, rest and maintain comfort
Promote hygiene as well as dressing and undressing appropriately
Maintain body temperature within normal range
Safety
Communicate effectively and enrich spiritually
Achieve a sense of accomplishment through work and play
Learn to enhance problem solving and growth

The curriculum, designed to progress from simple to complex knowledge and skills, begins with the well individual and incorporates
health promotion. It advances to complex concepts as the student learns how to care for individuals who (a) are experiencing illness,
(b) have special needs, (c) need rehabilitative care, and (d) are dying. Health concepts are taught from the wellness-illness continuum
throughout the phases of the life span.
In addition to the three major concepts, the following conceptual threads are correlated and integrated throughout the curriculum; this
threading maintains consistency and continuity in all nursing courses and clinical experiences. The conceptual threads are identified as:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)
9)

Ethical/Legal concepts
Cultural diversity
Pharmacology
Assisting with patient teaching
Community resources
Effective communication
Continued professional growth
Clinical judgment and critical reasoning
Appropriate delegation

The nursing student, with guidance from an instructor, utilizes the nursing process within the scope of practice to meet the basic human
needs of the individual. Progressing from simple to complex, nursing concepts are taught in the classroom and integrated throughout
clinical learning experiences and community services.
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END OF PROGRAM STUDENT LEARNING OUTCOMES (EPSLO)
Upon successful completion of this program, the HEMSPN graduate will demonstrate the following entry-level competencies of
practical nursing:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)
9)
10)

Value each individual as a unique, culturally diverse, holistic being with basic human needs.
Display clinical judgment to safely meet the basic human needs of each individual.
Support the nursing process for individualization of nursing care in diverse health care settings.
Initiate nursing care within the scope of practice as defined by the nurse practice act of the licensing state.
Act as an ethical, legally responsible, and accountable member of the health care team.
Evaluate variations in health by using the wellness-illness continuum throughout the lifespan.
Practice effective communication principles in written, oral, and electronic modes of communication.
Integrate informal and formal educational opportunities for continual professional growth.
Synthesize technology in the nursing care of patients in diverse healthcare settings.
Perform evidence-based patient teaching.

PROGRAM CURRICULUM
The HEMSPN curriculum provides for the student's mental, physical, social, and spiritual development in preparation for the
implementation of quality nursing care in a safe, effective, and efficient manner. It is also designed to stimulate the student toward
attainment of his/her nursing career goals. The clinical component of the program incorporates supervised experiences in medical,
surgical, obstetric, pediatric, community, and geriatric nursing.
The curriculum progresses from simple to complex concepts for the theoretical courses and for the implementation of nursing care. The
curriculum foundation is based upon three major concepts: (a) basic human needs, (b) wellness-illness continuum throughout the life
span, and (c) the nursing process. These concepts are introduced at the beginning of the program and expanded throughout. Formal
classroom instruction correlates with concurrent supervised clinical experiences in which the student progresses from providing basic
nursing care to advanced complex care. The amount and variety of clinical experiences provides the HEMSPN student with
opportunities to (a) apply knowledge, (b) develop clinical judgment, and (c) build upon improving his/her nursing skills.
CURRICULUM SUMMARY
The program is divided equally into junior and senior levels of theory and clinical learning experiences. To remain in satisfactorily
progress through the program, the student must earn a grade of 80% or greater for each theory course and receive satisfactory final
clinical evaluations for each clinical rotation and simulation labs.
The Junior Level is composed of two equal quarters; the clinical focus for both quarters is long-term/rehabilitative care. The first quarter
correlates clinical experience with two theory courses – Adult Growth, Development and Nutrition and Nursing Fundamentals. During
this quarter, anatomy, physiology, and nursing related concepts are also taught. After satisfactorily meeting designated theory,
simulation lab and clinical student learning outcomes, the student advances to the second quarter, which correlates Nursing Care of the
Adult 1 theory with its clinical application. During the second quarter, the student also learns the principles and nursing skills for
medication administration and IV therapy in Pharmacology.
The Senior Level is composed of two equal quarters; the clinical focus for both quarters is providing students with advanced clinical
experiences. These quarters correlate clinical experiences with the following theory courses (a) Nursing Care of the Adult 2, (b)
Nursing Care of the Adult 3 (c) Maternal-Child Nursing, and (d) Personal and Vocational Relationships, and a Medication
Administration and IV therapy clinical components of Pharmacology from Junior Level.
The clinical learning experiences are provided through the cooperation and collaboration with a variety of healthcare agencies including
acute care facilities, long term care facilities, community health care agencies, and local school districts.
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FULL-TIME PROGRAM CURRICULUM PLAN*
Full-time First Quarter (weeks 1 - 11, Junior Level)
Anatomy & Physiology
Nursing Fundamentals

Theory
Hours
108

Lab
Hours

Clinical
Hours

101

54
10

Observation/
orientation

Total
Hours
108
155

Adult Growth & Development with Nutrition


Young/Middle Adult, Family & Gerontology

29



Normal Nutrition

28

Total

20

59
28

266

64

20

350

129

27

104

64

16

193

43

104

10

350

112

10

104

4

230

50

7

12

8

40

3

51

162

25

156

7

350

Nursing Care of the Adult 3

86

14

125

225

Maternal Child Nursing: Obstetric*

50

40

0

90
350

Full-time Second Quarter (weeks 12 - 22, Junior Level)
Nursing Care of the Adult 1
Pharmacology
Total

10

270
80

Full-time Third Quarter (weeks 23 – 33, Senior Level)
Nursing Care of the Adult 2

Maternal Child Nursing: Pediatric*
Medication Administration
Total

69

Full-time Fourth Quarter (weeks 34 – 44, Senior Level)

Personal & Vocational Relationships

35

35

Total

171

54

125

Program Total

792

186

405

17

1400

* Due to scheduling constraints these two courses may need to switch positions in the curriculum plan

PROGRAM SCHEDULE
The HEMSPN program is initiated with the admission of students in the full-time program twice per year – in September and March.
The curriculum is divided into four equal quarters with a one to three-week break following each quarter. The part-time program enrolls
every other September beginning in 2018 (depending on demand). The curriculum is divided into four equal quarters with a one to
three-week break every 11 weeks. Some national and customary holidays (i.e., Memorial Day, Christmas, etc.) are incorporated into
the academic schedule.
Classes and related clinical experiences are divided into two equal levels – Junior and Senior Levels; which consist of 700 clock hours
for a program total of 1,400 hours.
The full-time program is designed to be Monday through Friday from the hours of 8:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m. for theory/classroom days.
Clinical hours vary depending on the clinical site; times are generally scheduled between the hours of 6:30 a.m. and 3:30 p.m. Depending
on the point in the program, clinical experiences can be 2 – 3 days per week. Some clinical experiences could include afternoon and
evening hours as well as Saturdays and/or Sundays. These afternoon/evening hours and/or weekend experiences are minimal.
The part-time program is designed to be three days per week with 5 – 6 hours per day for theory/classroom days. Clinical hours vary
depending on the clinical site; times are generally scheduled between the hours of 6:30 a.m. and 3:30 p.m. Depending on the point in
the program, clinical experiences can be 1 – 2 days per week. Some clinical experiences could include afternoon and evening hours as
well as Saturdays and/or Sundays. These afternoon/evening hours and/or weekend experiences are minimal.
Lunch and periodic breaks are scheduled for days the student attends theory/clinical/simulation lab experiences. The student receives
tentative schedules for class, clinical, and laboratory experiences at the beginning of each course and clinical rotation.
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VACATIONS AND HOLIDAYS
Generally, the HEMSPN student receives a one (1) week break in February and May, and November two (2) weeks in December, and
three (3) weeks following the August graduation. The student also receives a day off for the following holidays:
New Year's Day
Good Friday
Memorial Day
Juneteenth

Independence Day
Labor Day
Thanksgiving Thursday and Friday
Christmas Eve and Day

FULL-TIME COURSE DESCRIPTIONS
Anatomy and Physiology

Theory Hours: 108

Course Description:
Anatomy and Physiology is a foundation course, with related terminology, that stresses the concepts of normal body structure and
function. It progresses from simple to complex in the study of the organization of the body, its functions, and how a stable internal
environment is maintained. This course serves as a foundation and reference for nursing procedures, baseline data, and health
deviations for the succeeding nursing courses, i.e. Nursing Care of the Adult, Obstetric Nursing and Pediatric Nursing.
Nursing Fundamentals

Theory Hours: 101 Lab Hours: 54

Course Description:
Nursing Fundamentals introduces the nursing student to the nursing profession as a whole with emphasis on the integral role of the
practical nurse. Nursing history and trends in nursing and health care are discussed. Legal aspects of practice, ethical issues, the
influences of diversity and effective communication are explored in relation to recognizing and meeting the basic human needs of
individuals. It will also provide the student with the basic scientific principles and nursing techniques that form the foundations for
nursing care. Nursing informatics is integrated throughout this course.
Clinical Simulation Lab allows time for the student to practice and perform a graded return demonstration of each procedure. The
actual initial implementation of the nursing skill occurs during the assigned clinical experiences for Adult Growth and Development
with Nutrition and Nursing Care of the Adult 1.
Informatics introduces students to the use of computers for enhancement of their study of nursing as well as to develop electronic
documentation skills. Students are given basic information about operation of the computer equipment. Supervised laboratory practice
allows students to demonstrate proficiency, so they may independently complete required software programs and utilize the computer
as a learning resource. Informatics is taught via lecture, demonstration, and hands on experience in a computer lab and/or on the
students own device.
Adult Growth and Development with Nutrition

Theory Hours: 29, Clinical/Lab Hours: 30
Planned Clinical Hours: 20
Planned Lab Hours: 10

Course Description:
This theoretical component of the Adult Growth and Development with Nutrition course has clinical and simulation lab components.
It deals with human growth and development through the adult phase of the life cycle, the physiologic changes that occur with aging,
and health promotion. Gerontology/Geriatrics is the focus of this course. It provides an overview of the trends, issues, and theories of
aging. It introduces the student to the aging process and the specific syndromes and needs of the older adult. The class avatar from
the National League for Nursing’s ACES case is introduced in this course. It also provides students with an opportunity to examine
attitudes and feelings about death and dying so that they may relate more effectively to the terminally ill person and family members
in a variety of healthcare settings.
Normal Nutrition
Course Description:

Theory Hours: 28
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Normal nutrition is taught in the beginning of the Junior Level. It provides the student with the knowledge of basic human nutritional
needs and how they can be met for the well individual. The student is guided toward an understanding of the way the body digests,
absorbs and metabolizes the nutrients. Various cultural, social and religious customs are discussed and related to meeting basic
human nutritional needs. This course is the foundation for the diet therapies taught with Nursing Care of the Adult 1, 2 and 3.
Nutritional changes through the life cycle are expanded in Young/Middle Adult, Gerontology/Geriatrics and Maternal-Child Health.
Nursing Care of the Adult 1

Theory Hours: 129, Clinical/Lab Hours: 131, Observation: 10
Planned Clinical Hours: 104
Planned Lab Hours: 27

Course Description:
NCA of the Adult 1 (NCA 1), a theoretical course with a clinical component, explores and expands concepts related to health, illness,
and the basic care of the adult patient. It utilizes the student’s knowledge of (a) anatomy and physiology, (b) normal nutrition, and (c)
human development through the adult phase of the life cycle as a basis for assessment and nursing care of adult patients with
alterations in health. The course provides a more in-depth use of the nursing process to present and discuss pertinent nursing
interventions while studying the alterations in health of selected body systems. It also encompasses the study of common diagnostic
and laboratory tests, specific manifestations of alterations in health, and treatments that include relevant medications and diet therapy.
Active learning activities enable the student to adapt clinical judgement to the human responses to individual conditions and to
correlate them with evidence based nursing practices. Procedures with related principles, are taught using formal classroom
presentation, demonstration by the instructor, and a graded return-demonstration by the student in the clinical simulation laboratory.
Speakers from community agencies are utilized to expand the student’s knowledge of available resources. The student is prepared to
use a nursing process format to write basic nursing plans of care for selected adult patients in the clinical setting.
Pharmacology

Theory Hours: 64, Clinical/Lab Hours: 64, Observation: 3
Planned Clinical Hours: 40
Planned Lab Hours: 24

Course Description:
Pharmacology introduces the student to the theory and techniques for safe administration of medications, including IV therapy. It
begins with a review of basic arithmetic needed to calculate medication dosages. The various forms of drugs, their actions, adverse
reactions, legal control, and safe methods for medication administration are studied. Medication Administration, the clinical
component, consists of supervised medication administration during the third quarter of the program. For the medication
administration experience, the nursing process guides the student through safe nursing care of the patient in relation to medications.

Maternal-Child Nursing
Obstetric Course Description:

Theory Hours: 50, Clinical/ Lab Hours: 40
Planned Clinical Hours: 0
Planned Lab Hours 40

This course is designed to introduce the student to the process of identifying the basic human needs of the evolving family utilizing the
nursing process. This is attained by building on the student’s past knowledge of anatomy, physiology and nutrition. Obstetric clinical
experiences are selected to assist the student in meeting basic human needs of the intrapartum and postpartum woman and newborn.
Pediatric Course Description:

Theory Hours: 50, Clinical/Lab Hours 19
Planned Clinical Hours: 12
Planned Lab Hours: 7

This course offers the student an opportunity to study both wellness and health alterations specific to the basic human needs of
children. It is designed to build upon the student’s knowledge of anatomy, physiology, and nutrition. Basic principles of growth and
development from infancy through adolescence are explored, as well as the nutritional needs specific to these developmental age
groups. Emphasis is placed upon the prevention of illness as well as the implementation of nursing care for children experiencing
common alterations in health. Using the nursing process, students learn how to facilitate meeting the basic human needs for children
and their families. Previously learned nursing skills are adapted to the child. The community settings provide clinical experiences for
the student.
Medication Administration

Theory Hours: 64, Clinical/Lab Hours: 64, Observation: 3
Planned Clinical Hours: 40
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Planned Lab Hours: 24
Clinical Course Description:
Medication Administration is the clinical component of Pharmacology. During the weeks of clinically supervised medication
administration, the student will utilize the nursing process, clinical judgment skills, and culturally sensitive communication skills
while safely and accurately administering a variety of medications via several routes. Students will relate the drug classifications,
desired actions, adverse reactions, and individualized nursing measures for each administered medication. Students are required to
complete Medication Administration computer software programs. Prior to the clinical experience, students will have a simulation
lab experience and an orientation.
Nursing Care of the Adult 2

Theory Hours: 112, Clinical/Lab Hours: 114, Observation: 4
Planned Clinical Hours: 104
Planned Lab Hours: 10

Course Description:
Nursing Care of the Adult 2 (NCA 2), a theoretical course with a clinical component, is a continuation of Nursing Care of the Adult 1.
It utilizes the nursing process and critical reasoning skills to determine how to meet basic human needs of adults who are experiencing
pathophysiologies of specific body systems. Included in the course are the related pharmacology therapies including IV therapy and
therapeutic diets.
Nursing Care of the Adult 3

Theory Hours: 86, Clinical/Lab Hours:139
Planned Clinical Hours: 125
Planned Lab Hours: 14

Course Description:
Nursing Care of the Adult 3 (NCA 3), a theoretical course with a clinical component, is a continuation of Nursing Care of the Adult 2.
The nursing process and critical reasoning skills are utilized to learn how to meet the basic human needs of the adult experiencing
specific and more complex alterations in health. Related drugs, IV therapy, therapeutic diets, leadership and orgainzational skills are
included in the course.

Personal and Vocational Relationships

Theory Hours: 35

Course Description:
Personal and Vocational Relationships (P&VR) is a capstone course in Quarter 4. The following areas are explored to prepare the
graduate nurse for successful entry into the nursing profession: Leadership skills and delegation, LPN and RN safe nurse practice
standards, application for NCLEX-PN, career opportunities, steps and procedures in securing the right position, maintaining currency
in practice, continuing education, and professional organizations. Participation in a 2-3 day live review provided by the school is a
requirement of this course.
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PART-TIME PROGRAM CURRICULUM PLAN
Program Curriculum
* Due to scheduling constraints these two courses may need to switch positions in the curriculum plan
Part-time First Quarter A (weeks 1 - 11, Junior Level)

Theory Hours

Anatomy & Physiology

40

Nursing Fundamentals

62

Lab Hours

Clinical
Hours

Observation/
orientation

Total Hours
40

16

78

Adult Growth & Development with Nutrition


Young/Middle Adult, Family & Gerontology

32



Normal Nutrition

25

Total

159

32
25
16

175

Part-time First Quarter B (weeks 12 - 22, Junior Level)
Anatomy & Physiology

63

Nursing Fundamentals

44

Adult Growth & Development


63
38

82

10

20

30

107

48

20

175

67

15

49

5

136

5

175

Young/Middle Adult, Family, & Gerontology

Total
Part-time Second Quarter A (weeks 23 – 33, Junior Level)
Nursing Care of the Adult 1
Pharmacology

34

5

101

20

49

Nursing Care of the Adult 1

62

12

60

Pharmacology

33

8

Total

95

20

60

57

2

40

3

9

40

5

Total

39

Part-time Second Quarter B (weeks 34 – 44, Junior Level)
134
41
175

Part-time Third Quarter A (weeks 45 – 55, Senior Level)
Nursing Care of the Adult 2
Medication Administration

102
54
19

Maternal Child Nursing: Pediatric*

19

Total

76

11

80

Nursing Care of the Adult 2

61

9

55

125

Maternal Child Nursing: Pediatric*

30

5

15

50

Total

91

14

70

175

Nursing Care of the Adult 3

60

5

50

115

Maternal Child Nursing: Obstetric*

30

30

0

60

Total

90

35

50

175

74

110

8

175

Part-time Third Quarter B (weeks 56 – 66, Senior Level)

Part-time Fourth Quarter A (weeks 67 – 77, Senior Level)

Part-time Fourth Quarter B (weeks 78 – 88, Senior Level)
Nursing Care of the Adult 3

31

5

Maternal Child Nursing: Obstetric*

20

10

Personal & Vocational Relationships

35

Total
Program Total

30
35

86

15

74

805

179

403

175
13

1400

13
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PART-TIME COURSE DESCRIPTIONS
Anatomy and Physiology

Theory Hours: 103

Course Description:
Anatomy and Physiology is a foundation course, with related terminology, that stresses the concepts of normal body structure and
function. It progresses from simple to complex in the study of the organization of the body, its functions, and how a stable internal
environment is maintained. This course serves as a foundation and reference for nursing procedures, baseline data, and health
deviations for the succeeding nursing courses, i.e. Nursing Care of the Adult, Obstetric Nursing and Pediatric Nursing.
Nursing Fundamentals

Theory Hours: 106, Lab Hours: 54

Course Description:
Nursing Fundamentals introduces the nursing student to the nursing profession as a whole with emphasis on the integral role of the
practical nurse. Nursing history and trends in nursing and health care are discussed. Legal aspects of practice, ethical issues, the
influences of diversity and effective communication are explored in relation to recognizing and meeting the basic human needs of
individuals. It will also provide the student with the basic scientific principles and nursing techniques that form the foundations for
nursing care. Nursing informatics is integrated throughout this course.
Clinical Simulation Lab allows time for the student to practice and perform a graded return demonstration of each procedure. The
actual initial implementation of the nursing skill occurs during the assigned clinical experiences for Adult Growth, and Development,
with Nutrition and Nursing Care of the Adult 1
Informatics introduces students to the use of computers for enhancement of their study of nursing as well as to develop electronic
documentation skills. Students are given basic information about operation of the computer equipment. Supervised laboratory practice
allows students to demonstrate proficiency, so they may independently complete required software programs and utilize the computer
as a learning resource. Informatics is taught via lecture, demonstration, and hands on experience in a computer lab and/or the student’s
own device.
Adult Growth and Development with Nutrition

Theory Hours: 32, Clinical/Lab Hours: 30
Planned Clinical Hours: 20
Planned Lab Hours: 10

Course Description:
This theoretical component of the Adult Growth and Development with Nutrition course has clinical and simulation lab components.
It deals with human growth and development through the adult phase of the life cycle, the physiologic changes that occur with aging,
and health promotion. Gerontology/Geriatrics is the focus of this course. It provides an overview of the trends, issues, and theories of
aging. It introduces the student to the aging process and the specific syndromes and needs of the older adult. The class avatar from
the National League for Nursing’s ACES case is introduced in this course. It also provides students with an opportunity to examine
attitudes and feelings about death and dying so that they may relate more effectively to the terminally ill person and family members
in a variety of healthcare settings.
Normal Nutrition

Theory Hours: 25

Course Description:
Normal nutrition is taught in the beginning of the Junior Level. It provides the student with the knowledge of basic human nutritional
needs and how they can be met for the well individual. The student is guided toward an understanding of the way the body digests,
absorbs and metabolizes the nutrients. Various cultural, social and religious customs are discussed and related to meeting basic
human nutritional needs. This course is the foundation for the diet therapies taught with Nursing Care of the Adult 1, 2 and 3.
Nutritional changes through the life cycle are expanded in Young/Middle Adult, Gerontology/Geriatrics and Maternal-Child Health.
Nursing Care of the Adult 1

Course Description:

Theory Hours: 129, Clinical/Lab Hours: 136, Observation: 5
Planned Clinical Hours: 109
Planned Lab Hours: 27
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NCA of the Adult 1 (NCA 1), a theoretical course with a clinical component, explores and expands concepts related to health, illness,
and the basic care of the adult patient. It utilizes the student’s knowledge of (a) anatomy and physiology, (b) normal nutrition, and (c)
human development through the adult phase of the life cycle as a basis for assessment and nursing care of adult patients with
alterations in health. The course provides a more in-depth use of the nursing process to present and discuss pertinent nursing
interventions while studying the alterations in health of selected body systems. It also encompasses the study of common diagnostic
and laboratory tests, specific manifestations of alterations in health, and treatments that include relevant medications and diet therapy.
Active learning activities enable the student to adapt clinical judgement to the human responses to individual conditions and to
correlate them with evidence based nursing practices. Procedures with related principles, are taught using formal classroom
presentation, demonstration by the instructor, and a graded return-demonstration by the student in the clinical simulation laboratory.
Speakers from community agencies are utilized to expand the student’s knowledge of available resources. The student is prepared to
use a nursing process format to write basic nursing plans of care for selected adult patients in the clinical setting.
Pharmacology

Theory Hours: 67, Clinical/Lab Hours: 62, Observation: 5
Planned Clinical Hours: 40
Planned Lab Hours: 22

Course Description:
Pharmacology introduces the student to the theory and techniques for safe administration of medications, including IV therapy. It
begins with a review of basic arithmetic needed to calculate medication dosages. The various forms of drugs, their actions, adverse
reactions, legal control, and safe methods for medication administration are studied. Medication Administration, the clinical
component, consists of supervised medication administration during the third quarter of the program. For the medication
administration experience, the nursing process guides the student through safe nursing care of the patient in relation to medications.
Maternal-Child Nursing
Obstetric Course Description:

Theory Hours: 50, Clinical/ Lab Hours: 40
Planned Clinical Hours: 0
Planned Lab Hours: 40

This course is designed to introduce the student to the process of identifying the basic human needs of the evolving family utilizing the
nursing process. This is attained by building on the student’s past knowledge of anatomy, physiology and nutrition. Obstetric clinical
experiences are selected to assist the student in meeting basic human needs of the intrapartum and postpartum woman and newborn.
Pediatric Course Description:

Theory Hours: 49, Clinical/Lab Hours 20
Planned Clinical Hours: 15
Planned Lab Hours: 5

This course offers the student an opportunity to study both wellness and health alterations specific to the basic human needs of
children. It is designed to build upon the student’s knowledge of anatomy, physiology, and nutrition. Basic principles of growth and
development from infancy through adolescence are explored, as well as the nutritional needs specific to these developmental age
groups. Emphasis is placed upon the prevention of illness as well as the implementation of nursing care for children experiencing
common alterations in health. Using the nursing process, students learn how to facilitate meeting the basic human needs for children
and their families. Previously learned nursing skills are adapted to the child. The community settings provide clinical experiences for
the student.
Medication Administration

Theory Hours: 67, Clinical/Lab Hours: 62, Observation: 5
Planned Clinical Hours: 40
Planned Lab Hours: 22

Clinical Course Description:
Medication Administration is the clinical component of Pharmacology. During the weeks of clinically supervised medication
administration, the student will utilize the nursing process, clinical judgment skills, and culturally sensitive communication skills
while safely and accurately administering a variety of medications via several routes. Students will relate the drug classifications,
desired actions, adverse reactions, and individualized nursing measures for each administered medication. Students are required to
complete Medication Administration computer software programs. Prior to the clinical experience, students will have a simulation lab
experience and an orientation.
Nursing Care of the Adult 2

Course Description:

Theory Hours: 118, Clinical/Lab Hours:106, Observation: 3
Planned Clinical Hours: 95
Planned Lab Hours: 11
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Nursing Care of the Adult 2 (NCA 2), a theoretical course with a clinical component, is a continuation of Nursing Care of the Adult 1.
It utilizes the nursing process and critical reasoning skills to determine how to meet basic human needs of adults who are experiencing
pathophysiologies of specific body systems. Included in the course are the related pharmacology therapies including IV therapy and
therapeutic diets.
Nursing Care of the Adult 3

Theory Hours: 91, Clinical/Lab Hours: 134
Planned Clinical Hours: 124
Planned Lab Hours: 10

Course Description:
Nursing Care of the Adult 3 (NCA 3), a theoretical course with a clinical component, is a continuation of Nursing Care of the Adult 2.
The nursing process and critical reasoning skills are utilized to learn how to meet the basic human needs of the adult experiencing
specific and more complex alterations in health. Related drugs, IV therapy, therapeutic diets, leadership and orgainzational skills are
included in the course.
Personal and Vocational Relationships

Theory Hours: 35

Course Description:
Personal and Vocational Relationships (P&VR) is a capstone course in Quarter 4. The following areas are explored to prepare the
graduate nurse for successful entry into the nursing profession: Leadership skills and delegation, LPN and RN safe nurse practice
standards, application for NCLEX-PN, career opportunities, steps and procedures in securing the right position, maintaining currency
in practice, continuing education, and professional organizations. Participation in a 2-3 day live review provided by the school is a
requirement of this course.

HEMSPN POLICIES AND PROCEDURES
Policy Changes
The Director will utilize several different modes to communicate policy changes to students. Addendums will be handed out for
student signature and filed in student file. Policy change will also be communicated verbally and electronically. Policies that affect
student progression or requirements for completion of the program will not be changed during the student’s first enrollment.
Academic Honesty
Honesty as well as personal moral and ethical integrity is foundationally essential for the implementation of safe, therapeutic nursing
practice as identified and expounded by the Licensed Practical Nurses Association of Ohio (LPNAO) and the Ohio Board of Nursing
(OBN). This honesty and integrity translate into the HEMSPN classroom, laboratory, and clinical setting while participating in
HEMSPN learning experiences. To maintain high academic standards and to ensure each student independently meets those standards,
HEMSPN does not and will not tolerate academic or nursing dishonesty, e.g. cheating, lying, plagiarism, false documentation of nursing
care, etc. Academic or nursing dishonesty will be grounds for dismissal. For additional information, see "Plagiarism" and "Unethical
Conduct." Students are required to sign an Academic Integrity Statement upon enrollment.
Plagiarism
Plagiarism is considered academic dishonesty. Plagiarism occurs when any student turns in an assignment or scholarly paper that
contains work not totally completed by that student. This includes the submission of articles, abstracts, passages, paragraphs, sentences,
etc., created by others and utilized by the submitting student as his/her own work, words, or thoughts. Plagiarism is unethical,
unprofessional, unacceptable behavior and is grounds for dismissal from the program.
Dismissal
A student who is dismissed must meet with the HEMSPN Director to review options for readmission and to sign a student dismissal
form. The student is also required to meet with the Financial Aid Administrator. Any agency that provided financial aid will be notified
of the student's withdrawal, dismissal or change of hours.
The student will be dismissed from the program for any or all of the following behaviors. This list is not all inclusive:
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Academic: Failure to achieve a final grade of 80.0% or higher for each theory course;
Clinical/Lab: Failure (a) to meet clinical/lab expectations and student learning outcomes, (b) maintain current HEALTHCARE
PROVIDER CPR certification, (c) maintain an up-to-date annual Mantoux test, and (d) other required immunizations that may
expire.
Illegal Drug Use: Failure to pass the Mandatory Drug Screen and any additional drug screens (for additional information, see
"Drug Screening - Mandatory", "Drug Free Policy", and the appendix);

The student may be dismissed from the program for any or all of the following behaviors. This list is not all inclusive:
 Recent Criminal Activity: Recent criminal activity is defined as criminal charges or arrests filed during the time period that the
individual is a HEMSPN student and after the initial fingerprint/background check. Should the HEMSPN student not notify
the HEMSPN Director within 5 calendar days of a recent criminal activity in writing, that student is subject to dismissal from
the program.
 Ethical: Any violation of the National Association of Practical Nurse Education and Services' (NAPNES), Standards of
Practice (See Appendix) or the National Association of Licensed Practical Nurses (NALPN) Nursing Practice Standards (See
appendix) is grounds for dismissal including permanent dismissal. In other words, any student who is found to be cheating,
lying, falsifying records, abusing patients/residents, breaching confidentiality, stealing, abusing alcohol or drugs, or behaving
in a disorderly manner in the school, hospital or cooperating healthcare agencies will be subject to dismissal including
permanent dismissal. (See "Unethical Conduct, Unacceptable Behavior/Attitude".)
 Professionalism: Any student, who repeatedly violates the policies, procedures, rules, and regulations of the healthcare
agencies or HEMSPN, will be subject to dismissal including permanent dismissal for unprofessional behavior. (See
"Professionalism" in the Catalog/Student Handbook).
 Violation of the Ohio Board of Nursing Standards of Practice for Practical Nursing Student, the student will be subject to
dismissal including permanent dismissal.
*HEMSPN is required to share all background checks and drug screen results with the clinical facilities of those
who are admitted.
Leave of Absence (Institutional and Financial Aid)
The student must apply in advance for a LOA unless unforeseen circumstances prevent the student from doing so (for example, if a
student were injured in an accident). An approved leave of absence (LOA) is not considered to be a withdrawal. The HEMSPN Director
and faculty will approve a LOA if:







There is reasonable expectation the student will return from the LOA.
Student will sign LOA agreement along with providing documentation (for example, statement from doctor).
School must approve the LOA documentation.
The LOA does not exceed 180 calendar days in a 12-month period.
Student must be in good academic and clinical standing. Poor academic or clinical standing is not a condition for an LOA;
however conditions for an LOA may be attributing to poor academic or clinical standing.
A LOA does not involve additional charges to the student.

Once the student returns the following will apply;
 All clinical absences will carry over from the previously completed quarter(s) unless returning in quarter 3. The student
readmitted at the quarter 3 will be prorated three (3) clinical absences.
 The student will start at the beginning of the quarter and all assignments, labs, clinical etc. must be repeated per policy
 All policies apply for missed labs/tests/clinical of the returning quarter even if completed in LOA quarter
 The student will fall under the current class’s (the returning quarter) Catalog/Student Handbook
 As with all students, LOA students are responsible for repurchasing needed lab supplies, textbooks and expired online
resources.
If the student does not return to HEMSPN at the end of an approved LOA, the school will calculate the student’s account based upon
the effective date of the LOA. If the student is a Title IV loan recipient, the school will explain the effects of a LOA on the student’s
loan repayment terms including the effects on the student’s loan grace period.
Withdrawal from the Program
The student seeking a personal or medical withdrawal from the program will:
 Make an appointment with the Director to discuss options for returning to HEMSPN;
 Sign a student withdrawal form;
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Respond by deadline to Financial Aid Administrator’s letter

The official withdrawal date will be the last day of attendance.
Unofficial Withdrawal from the Program
If a student is absent for 10 consecutive scheduled school days and does not notify the school they intend to return, they will be
withdrawn from the school. However, clinical absence policy applies to all missed clinical days. The date of withdrawal will be the
first day of absence.

READMISSION
The student must complete the curriculum within 150% of the time or 66 weeks (full-time) or 132 weeks (part-time) of initial instruction,
including any readmissions.
In order to be considered for readmission:
 Must achieve an 80% on a comprehensive exam that includes information from the quarters/courses successfully
completed.
 Must sign and send letter of agreement with readmission fee by deadline (see below)
 Must pay any outstanding balances before readmission or enrollment
 If unsuccessful or chooses not to take comprehensive exam:
o Can restart the program after 180 days with the next cohort start
o Must follow all enrollment criteria
A student may exit and return to the program once within the 150% time period. If a student withdraws or is dismissed again, they will
have to wait a year from the time of dismissal/withdrawal to reapply to the program. They then may enroll with the next enrolling
cohort. All current admission criteria apply. Placement is not guaranteed, it will be determined by seats available.
The student is financially responsible for maintaining current healthcare provider cardiopulmonary resuscitation (CPR) certification,
immunizations, a two-step Mantoux tuberculosis test, and criminal background check.
The returning student will be responsible for the nonrefundable $50.00 readmission fee. The student is responsible for tuition, lab and
supply fees for any portion of the pay period not yet successfully completed. The student will abide by the current Catalog/Student
Handbook for the class which they are being readmitted. This includes maintaining 90% attendance. Student will be sent a letter of
agreement which must be signed and returned to the school along with the $ 50 readmission fee by the deadline specified for
readmission and class placement.
A student seeking federal financial aid may repeat coursework they failed or did not complete. However, for students repeating
coursework, they must complete the program within the maximum time frame allowed.
The student who drops out and returns to school must first have their financial aid reviewed if they received financial aid funds during
their previous enrollment. Students who return within 180 days will be considered in the same payment period they were in when they
left school. Students will have to complete the hours remaining in the payment period for which they were previously paid before an
additional payment of Pell Grant funds will be made. If it is determined that funds were returned under the Federal “Return to Title
IV Policy” for a payment period that the student must complete upon returning to school, these funds will be re-requested. The school
must also cancel any overpayments assessed the student as a result of the prior withdrawal.
Students returning after 180 days will be considered in a new payment period and will be eligible to receive additional funds as a new
student up to the award year limit. If the school gives the student credit for hours previously attended, the school will treat the hours
remaining in the program as if they are the student’s entire program. For example: A student withdraws after completing 250 hours of
a 900-hour program. If the student returns after 180 days and receives credit for the completed hours, the student will be paid for the
remaining 650 hours as an advanced standing student. However, if the student is repeating the entire program, the student may be
paid for the entire program up to the award year limits.
Students must remain in the program option (full-time or part-time) originally enrolled in. A student wanting to switch program
options, must withdraw and restart with the next enrolling cohort of that option. All financial obligations will apply.
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Appointments – Personal
Personal appointments that are not school related must be scheduled so as not to conflict with school hours. Whenever possible,
appointments with faculty or staff must be scheduled outside of hours designated for learning experiences.
Attendance / Make-up Work – Tests, Quizzes and Labs
The HEMSPN attendance policy underlines the personal and professional responsibility that the student has to pursue their education
by taking full advantage of all scheduled learning experiences. Therefore, attendance during the program is carefully monitored and
students are expected to attend each program hour. In general, the student must maintain attendance in order to complete the program
within 150% of the normal time frame. A clinical learning experience absence will also count against the required hours of the program.
Attendance is monitored closely by the Financial Aid office to ensure eligibility of financial aid. Student’s financial aid will be delayed
until required hours are met.
Students who are not maintaining 90% of the scheduled 1400 hours will be dismissed. This includes theory, lab and clinical
hours. Students who are tardy or leaving class early must sign themselves in and out indicating the exact time. Falsification
can lead to dismissal from the program. The student will be dismissed if more than 10% of the scheduled hours are missed or
the student has missed more than 5 clinical experiences (whichever comes first). Students are encouraged to track their own
time.
To successfully progress through the program, the student is required to meet all course, lab, and clinical learning student learning
outcomes. Absenteeism will jeopardize the student's successful achievement of these student learning outcomes. If these course/clinical
student learning outcomes are not met, the student will be dismissed from the program.
A student who misses greater than five (5) clinical experiences during the program will be dismissed. After three (3) missed clinical
experiences the student will receive a written anecdotal and must pay 25 dollars per hour to make up clinical experiences four and five.
This make-up experience does not erase the absence. The make-up clinical time, experience, and facility will be determined by the
faculty. The student readmitted at the quarter 3 will be prorated three (3) clinical absences. Clinical experience is defined as a scheduled
clinical day regardless of the hours.
If a clinical experience is canceled by the HEMSPN director, that experience will need to be made-up at no charge to the student. The
make-up experience will be at the discretion of the administration. The make-up experiences will be day or evening shift or weekends.
Students are expected to take all quizzes. In the event of a student’s absence or tardiness for a quiz, there will be no makeup quizzes.
Any missed quizzes, including take-home quizzes, will be graded as a zero. One quiz grade will be dropped.
If a unit test or final exam is not taken at the scheduled time due to absence, tardiness, lack of testing device, etc., the test must be
taken after school on the first day back to class unless other arrangements have been made by the instructor or Director. Ten
percentage points will be subtracted from the makeup test. Five percentage points will be subtracted from the makeup test each day it
is not completed after; a) the student returns to class or b) the arranged time.
Make up tests/finals will cover unit/course content similar to the missed test/final however, the format may be different i.e., essay,
write out etc.
It is the student's responsibility to obtain all course/clinical related materials and assignments if absent from any learning experience.
This includes assignments, testing dates, handouts, schedule changes, etc. It also is the responsibility of the student to make an
appointment with the instructor to discuss the absence and/or to reschedule learning activities, tests, etc.
A student who misses any skills/simulation lab experience must make the lab up during open lab periods. If the lab experience is not
made up, the student will fail the associated course. This includes make-up labs for unsatisfactory performance. Lab attendance will
also count towards the course grade. The scores will be averaged and counted as either a quiz grade at the instructor’s discretion.
The student will receive;
100% = Attended all parts of lab with no tardiness
80% = Absent or tardy for up to 50% of the lab per day, not per subject/skill
0% = Absent for greater than 50% of lab per day, not per subject/skill
If the student misses any part of the mandatory 2-3 day live review, the student will have to take a NCLEX practice exam and write out
the remediation and turn it in.
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Absence Related to Pregnancy, Extended Illness or Injury
As soon as possible, a student must notify the HEMSPN office (330) 332–8940 of any pregnancy, extended illness or injury. The student
is required to submit a healthcare provider’s statement regarding the pregnancy, extended illness or injury stating that the student can
return to school.

Email Communication Policy
Emails to the school (director, instructors, financial aid, administrative assistant etc.), will be answered during scheduled school hours
on scheduled school days. Emails will also be answered for the weekend on Sunday evening before 2000.
 Emails sent/received outside of these hours will be answered on the next scheduled school day.
 Although, emails will only be answered at these times, emails can be sent at any time.
 Consideration must be taken for technical and bandwidth problems that are out of HEMSPN’s control.
Email Etiquette
All emails to the school (director, instructors, financial aid, secretary etc.) will have a salutation and a signature. It is unprofessional to
address a school official by anything other than the appropriate title. Emails without a signature are not valid and will not be
addressed.
Personal Communication Devices (PCD’s) *
*Includes Cell Phones/Smartphones, smartwatches, iPod, iPad, Lap Top Computers, Notebooks, ear buds, Air Pods, headphones, Pagers, Readers such as Kindles, and/or any other Audio/Visual Recording
Devices

Clinical and Laboratory:
No PCDs or any other audio/visual devices are permitted to be used in the clinical or laboratory facilities except in the designated area
during lunch. At all other times, PCDs and other audio/visual devices must be powered off and kept in the student's car or clinical bag
or in lockers for lab.
Classroom:
CELL PHONES may not be used in the classroom for any reason, including note taking. They must be on mute, not vibrate,
no visual flash and in the wall pocket or lockers at the front of the class.
Laptops and tablets are permitted in the classroom on silent or mute (not vibrate). Laptops and tablets can be used as a learning device
only, no texting or personal use.
During tests, quizzes and test reviews only the laptop or tablet required for testing may be used. All other devices must be in the
student’s locker or designated area within the classroom, other than cell phones. Cell phones must be in wall pocket or locker on silent
with no visual flash.
At the instructor’s discretion, if a PCD becomes a distraction to the classroom environment, the student will be asked to place the PCD
in their locker.
Audio or video recording permitted in the classroom except on cell phones.
The consequence for violating any part of this policy:
 During a test or quiz, the student will receive 5 percentage points off their test/quiz score.
 During clinical/lab, the student will receive. NI on the clinical or simulation evaluation.
In the event of an emergency, the HEMSPN office should be contacted so that a message can be relayed to the student’s instructor.
The HEMSPN office may be reached by calling (330) 332– 8940.
HEMSPN cannot and will not accept responsibility for damaged, lost, or stolen cell phones, tape recorders, lap top computers or any
other electronic devices that are left in book bags, briefcases, cars, classrooms, clinical areas, lockers, purses, etc.
Using a PCD to capture, record and/or transmit audio and/or pictures/video of an individual without proper consent is considered an
invasion of privacy and is not permitted. Students who violate this provision and/or use a PCD to violate the privacy rights of another
person are subject to dismissal.
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Students shall have no expectation of confidentiality with respect to their use of PCDs on school premises/property or when it involves
HEMSPN and/or any of its associations.
Students may not use a PCD in any way that might reasonably create in the mind of another person an impression of being threatened,
humiliated, harassed, embarrassed or intimidated. See Bullying Harassment Policy. In particular, students are prohibited from using
PCDs to: (1) transmit material that is threatening, obscene, disruptive, or sexually explicit or that can be construed as harassment or
disparagement of others based upon their race, color, national origin, sex, sexual orientation, disability, age, religion, ancestry, or
political beliefs; and (2) engage in "sexting" - i.e., sending, receiving, sharing, viewing, or possessing pictures, text messages, e-mails
or other materials of a sexual nature in electronic or any other form. Violation of these prohibitions shall result in disciplinary action.
Furthermore, such actions will be reported to local law enforcement as required by law.
Copying Services
Faculty and staff are the only individuals authorized to use the copy machine. Therefore, the student must ask one of these individuals
to make any necessary copies for the cost of 25 cents per single, one sided copy. Printing of theory/clinical/lab packets or PowerPoint
slides will not be printed in the office, the student must print these items off campus.
Counseling
The HEMSPN Director, faculty, and staff encourage students to seek academic, clinical, and financial guidance, whenever needed.
The Director, faculty, and staff are available to assist with recommendations for where to seek such services.
Criminal Background Check
The OBN requires a cleared criminal background check through the Ohio Bureau of Criminal Identification and Investigation (BCI) and
the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) to be completed within one year at the time of application for licensure and permission to take
the national licensing examination. Clinical healthcare facilities also are requesting completion of the background check prior to the
student's clinical learning experience. HEMSPN arranges for an outside company to come to the school for fingerprinting before
enrollment. Original results for this BCI and the FBI record checks are sent directly to HEMSPN. Fingerprinting is redone as necessary
to stay current depending on program length. This cost is part of the lab and supply fee. Should an individual not be enrolled, the cost
will be billed directly to the individual. Original results for the second BCI and the FBI record checks are sent directly to the OBN and
copies to HEMSPN.
Criminal History Record Check/List of Potentially Disqualifying Offenses
Determination by Board Whether a Crime is on the List of Potentially Disqualifying Offenses o In order to be considered for enrollment, the prospective student must request a letter from the Board of Nursing
stating whether a crime is on this list of potentially disqualifying offenses by emailing disqualifying-offenserequests@nursing.ohio.gov a credit card payment of $25.00 is required.
o The forms that are required to be sent to the Board of Nursing can be found on the HEMSPN website at
http://www.hemspn.edu/need-to-know/
o If the letter from the Board of Nursing identifies the offenses as a potential disqualifier, the prospective student will not
be enrolled.
o The prospective student who has their record expunged, may reapply for enrollment.
See Appendix D.
Disabilities
The practical nursing student, under the supervision of faculty, essentially performs the same physical, mental, and emotional activities
as licensed practical nurses. HEMSPN, in compliance with the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA), does not discriminate against
qualified individuals with documented disabilities. The student who enters the nursing program with a disability does so with the
complete understanding that they will be expected to meet every course, clinical simulation laboratory, and clinical requirements and
expectations as identified in the program, level, course, and clinical student learning outcomes. They must also attend, participate and
complete satisfactorily all assigned clinical experiences. HEMSPN will make reasonable accommodations for medically diagnosed and
documented disabilities. See Auxiliary Aids and Services for students with disabilities.
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Auxiliary Aids and Services for Students with Disabilities
In compliance with Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act and Title II of the Americans with Disabilities Act, HEMSPN does not
discriminate against individuals with an identified disability. As such, HEMSPN shall work to provide persons with disabilities equal
opportunity for participation through appropriate auxiliary aids and services.
U.S Department of Education, Office for Civil Rights Guidance:
As required under Section 504 and Title II, post-secondary institutions must offer students with disabilities with appropriate academic
modifications, auxiliary aids and services to provide the individual with a disability an equal opportunity to participate in the institution
program (U.S DOE, 2020).



HEMSPN is responsible for making appropriate non-personal auxiliary aids available for general classroom use, unless,
provision of the aid would cause undue burden to the institution. (U.S DOE, 2020).
HEMSPN is not responsible for providing personal services relating to individual academic activities. A student with a
disability in need of a personal attendant or individually prescribed device holds the responsibility of acquiring and paying for
those services (U.S DOE, 2020).
U.S Department of Education. (2020, January 10). Auxiliary Aids and Services for Postsecondary Students with Disabilities. Retrieved December 14, 2020,
from https://www2.ed.gov/about/offices/list/ocr/docs/auxaids.html

Requesting Auxiliary Aids and Services:
 Any student wishing to request auxiliary aids or services must submit a request form to the Office along with documented proof
of disability (See Request for Auxiliary Aids and Services form for details found on the HEMSPN website.).
 Requests will not be granted without sufficient documentation. Upon receipt of the student’s request, the Administration will
review all documentation. All accommodation requests are reviewed to determine if their access will provide the student with
a documented disability an equal opportunity to participate in program activities. As such, specific auxiliary aids and service
requests are not guaranteed if they are deemed inappropriate for the circumstance in review.
 Testing and credentialing agencies (NCSBN and Pearson Vue) operate separately from HEMSPN. If the use of auxiliary aids
or services are approved through HEMSPN, students may still need to request for the use of these accommodations on the
NCLEX-PN Exam through the other agencies.

If the student has to withdraw because he/she cannot reasonably be accommodated, the HEMSPN financial guidelines related to
withdrawal/dismissal from the program will apply.
Essential Functions – Required
HEMSPN, in compliance with the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA), does not discriminate against qualified individuals with
documented disabilities. The essential functions are also considered essential for successful completion of the HEMSPN program. (see
the current HEMSPN Admission Packet for more information).
A person qualified for the HEMSPN program is one who has met academic standards and is able, with or without reasonable
accommodation, to meet the essential functions of the licensed practical nurse. Other specific requirements and competencies are
outlined in various course syllabi.
"Accommodations are (defined as) those changes that minimize or eliminate the impact of a disability, allowing the individual equal
access to the . . . courses, programs and activities, and provide equal employment. A reasonable accommodation is one that does not
require a substantial change or alteration of an essential element of a program or position and one that does not impose an undue burden
on the . . . (school). If allowing participation of a person with the disability poses a direct threat to the health or safety of others, an
accommodation is not reasonable and does not have to be made" (Office of Disability Services, 2004). While providing a reasonable
accommodation, HEMSPN is ". . . not required to lower or effect substantial modifications to essential requirements. Although a school
may be required to provide extended time on a test, for example, it is not required to change the substantive content of the test. Also . .
. (schools) are not required to make a modification that would fundamentally alter the nature of a service, program, or activity or would
result in undue financial or administrative burdens. Finally, (schools) are not required to provide personal care attendant services,
individually prescribed devices, readers for personal use or study, or other devices or services of a personal nature, such as tutoring or
typing." (Imparato, 1996).
Adapted from Yocom, C.J. (1996). "Validation study: Functional abilities essential for nursing practice". Chicago: National Council
of State Boards of Nursing. (Available in: National Council of State Boards of Nursing (1999). "Guidelines for using results of
functional abilities studies and other resources." (pp. 25-58). (Chicago: author.).
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Imparato, A. J. (April 2003). "Legal aspects of accommodations for students with disabilities in nursing education." Presented at "The
Students with Disabilities: Nursing Education and Practice" symposium held at Rush University Medical Center, Chicago, IL.
Office of Disability Services. (March 23, 2004). "Disability Services." Philadelphia: Drexel University, College of Nursing and Health
Professions. Retrieved from http://cnhp.drexel.edu/UgradProgs/Nursing/NsgHandbooks/ACE/GenlInfo/DisabilityServ. html.

Dress Codes
Introducing students into the professional role, HEMSPN has dress codes for the classroom, laboratory, and clinical setting. HEMSPN
students are required to be in complete uniform for all classroom, laboratory, and clinical experiences unless otherwise directed by
faculty. There are no acceptable substitutions to the official HEMSPN uniforms.
Prohibited attire includes any printed garments, articles, shoes, and patches that are deemed by faculty and the Director to be offensive,
sexually suggestive, condoning violence, an advertisement for drug/alcohol/tobacco use, condoning suicide, and vulgar or suggestive
language. Additional dress code stipulations for the classroom, clinical simulation lab, and clinical settings include the following:
Classroom and Clinical Simulation Laboratory
Acceptable attire for the classroom/lab setting is the HEMSPN designated classroom uniform only.
 Hygiene
o Acceptable standard of personal hygiene including hair
o No highly scented products
 Uniforms
o Clean, pressed and in good repair.
o Odor free
o May wear a long or short-sleeved shirt underneath
o Closed toed shoes
o Only the official HEMSPN sweat/tee shirt
o May wear a HEMSPN jacket or similar jacket/sweater (no hoodies or hoods of any type)
o Navy blue scrub pants/tops purchased by student from any source
o The wearing of hats, caps, or scarfs is not permitted
 Hair (in lab)
o Must be off the face and collar and under control.
o
Clinical Setting
Acceptable attire for the clinical setting is the HEMSPN designated uniform only.
 Hygiene (as above)
o Students shall be clean-shaven or have beards/mustaches that are short and neatly groomed
o Nails shall be clean, clipped so they cannot be seen from the palm side of the hand.
o No nail polish or artificial nails
o Make-up shall be in moderation and natural in appearance
o Chewing gum is prohibited
 Uniforms
o Clean, pressed and in good repair.
o Odor free –absolutely no smoking in uniform
o May wear a long or short-sleeved shirt underneath (White or Navy blue)
o Clinical shoes must be white, not mesh, closed toe and heel.
o Skirts, no shorter than bend of knee and worn with plain white hose
o Socks – plain white, blue, black, or skin tone hose or socks
o Senior Pin
 Hair
o Must be off the face and collar and under control.
o Only natural (brown, black, blonde, etc.) hair colors are permitted for chemically treated hair
o Necessary clips, barrettes, hair ties, headbands etc. shall be plain (no ornamentation or prints) and a neutral color,
blue, or a color that matches the student's hair.
 Jewelry/tattoos
o No jewelry except for a plain wedding band
o No piercings or gauges, may use clear spacers.
o Arm tattoos are to be covered.
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Clinical Watch
o No Smartwatches not permitted
o Must has a non-digital, professional, non-ornamental, white, blue, black or metallic wristwatch with second hand.




Visiting family and/or friends is not permitted during school hours or while in the HEMSPN clinical uniform
Students must have the following for all clinical experiences
 A non-erasable fine or medium tip, black ballpoint ink pen
 Bandage scissors
 Stethoscope

Blood Pressure Cuff

Clinical watch

Gait belt

Pen light

Clinical Toolkits

Validation Packet(s)
Preparedness

24

To take full advantage, the student must be thoroughly prepared for each learning experience. If the student is not fully prepared for the
clinical experience, he/she will be given time to prepare and receive a NI or U on the daily clinical evaluation.
Punctuality
The student who does not report on time for the clinical experience will be ineligible for the clinical experience and will be sent home.
If a student is tardy on a clinical orientation day, the student may stay but it will be counted as a clinical absence.
Reporting Off from Clinical
When unable to attend clinical experiences, the student is required to notify the clinical instructor prior to 6:00 a.m. It is the student’s
responsibility to meet with faculty for his/her assignment and to be prepared for the next clinical experience. It should be noted that:
(1) There is no acceptable reason for not reporting off. Failure to report off (no call/no show) by the end of the assigned clinical
experience is unprofessional behavior and will result in an unsatisfactory on the clinical evaluation for the day. A second
failure to report off will result in dismissal from the program.
(2) Discussing circumstances with an instructor, the clinical instructor, or the HEMSPN Director prior to the clinical experience
does not inherently give the student permission to be absent from or to not call/report off.
(3) "Reporting off" for one clinical experience does not equal "reporting off" for the next or any other clinical experience.
For appropriate methods and telephone numbers to be utilized for reporting off, the student shall refer to the Clinical Toolkit and consult
with the appropriate faculty member. Texting, emailing and voice messaging are not acceptable means of reporting off.
Drug Free Policy (See Appendix)
Drug Screening – Mandatory
Prior to attending any clinical learning experiences, the student is required to complete and pass a drug-screening test. The testing must
be completed before the initiation of any clinical experiences; it will be coordinated with and through HEMSPN. At the time of testing,
the student must verify identification with a driver's license or state picture ID and sign the consent form. For additional information,
see Appendix: "HEMSPN Drug Free Policy" and Appendix for student agreement regarding mandatory drug screening.
The student whose test indicates the presence of non-prescribed, abuse of prescribed and/or illegal drugs shall not be enrolled or
dismissed from the program. The student, who tests positive, who refuses the drug screening or attempts to adulterate test results, will
not be enrolled or will be dismissed immediately from the program.
Smoking Policy
HEMSPN students are prohibited from smoking while in clinical uniform, or during clinical hours, or at the clinical facility, including
the parking areas. This includes before clinical, after clinical, during lunch and breaks, and while gathering patient information. Any
student who violates this policy or smells of smoke/tobacco products including vape will be sent home immediately. Furthermore, any
of the above violations will be grounds for dismissal from the program.
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The facility including the grounds at 230 N. Lincoln Avenue is non-smoking including tobacco products and vape. Smoking is not
permitted in the building, on the grounds or parking lots.
Textbook Purchase Policy
HEMSPN students will be responsible for purchasing textbooks prior to the beginning of each quarter. Textbooks may be purchased
through the following options:
New Books through HEMSPN:
1. Order must be given no later than the scheduled deadline
Purchase on Your Own
1. Title, author, ISBN# and edition number will be given. Books purchased on your own must be approved the first week of
class. If not approved, books will need to be purchased that meet approval.
Payment:
1. Balance in full must be paid at the time of receipt
2.

Federal Student Aid can be applied to cover the cost of funds are available. Student may opt out of this option.
Tuition and School Fees

The student is responsible for the total amount of tuition and school fees. All fees must be paid in full or arrangements made as detailed
below no later than two (2) weeks prior to beginning the program. Failure to meet payment deadlines results in current enrollment being
deferred to a later class or dismissal from the program. Junior level students cannot progress to the Senior level until all financial
obligations are being met. Furthermore, final grades, transcript, and OBN letter of completion will be held until all financial obligations
are paid in full. (See Appendix for an itemized list of all HEMSPN related expenses.)
HEMSPN accepts money orders, cashiers and personal checks. When the applicant and/or student provides a personal check for payment
of HEMSPN fees, the check should have the following information on the check:
1) Full name and address
2) Current and valid phone number
If a personal check is returned for insufficient funds, the Treasurer's Office turns it over to an outside company for debt collection.
Therefore, submission of a personal check authorizes the outside company to use information on the check to make a one-time electronic
fund transfer or to process the payment as a check transaction. It also authorizes the collection of a fee (plus the bank fee charged to
HEMSPN) through electronic fund transfer from the checking account.
Billing and Payment Schedule
Tuition, Lab and Supply Fees will be charged according to payment periods, a payment period is ½ of the academic year. The Practical
Nursing Program tuition and fees schedule is as follows,
Pay Period (PP)
1st Academic Year PP 1
1st Academic Year PP 2
2nd Academic Year PP 1
2nd Academic Year PP 2

Tuition
450 hrs
450 hrs
250 hrs
250 hrs
Total Tuition

Lab/Fees Full Time
450 hrs
450 hrs
250 hrs
250 hrs
Total Lab Fee

Lab/Fees Part Time
450 hrs
450 hrs
250 hrs
250 hrs
Total Lab Fee

Hours in PP
450 Hours
450 Hours
250 Hours
250 Hours
1400 Hours

If installment payments are not timely received, Student will receive written notice of non-payment. Student will not be permitted to
continue in the HEMSPN program unless proper verification of final payment is received.
Students who are dismissed or withdrawn will be provided a Tuition Card with final paperwork and advised that any outstanding balance
is due within thirty (30) days of withdrawal or dismissal
As a reminder, Tuition Card statements are mailed periodically or can be requested at any time.
Students who withdraw or are dismissed and owe a balance may opt for an interest-free tuition payment plan under the following
conditions:
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1)

A monthly payment plan, for up to twelve (12) consecutive months, may be established so long as Student enters into a written
agreement upon enrollment and thereafter tenders monthly payments as required.

2)

After six (6) missed monthly payments, Student’s information may be forwarded to the Ohio Attorney General’s Debt
Collection program.

3)

Requests for transcripts or other student file information will not be released until all financial obligations are met.
Veterans Benefits

HEMSPN is approved for Veterans training. HEMSPN will not impose any penalty, including the assessment of late fees, the denial
of enrollment or the requirement that a Chapter 31 or Chapter 33 recipient borrow additional funds to cover the student’s inability to
meet his or her financial obligations to the school due to the delayed disbursement of payment by the U.S. Dept. of Veterans Affairs.



Members of the Armed Forces, including reserve components and National Guard will be granted an LOA regardless of their
SAP or clinical progress if such members are temporarily unavailable or must suspend enrollment by reason of serving in the
Armed Forces. All LOA polices apply except those mentioned above.
For short absences (10 days or less) due to services in the Armed Forces, theory, clinical, and laboratory work and hours will
be allowed to be made up without penalties, all work must be made up with in the quarter it was missed.
Refund Policies

School fees, excluding tuition, are non-refundable and non-transferable. The student's account will be credited for tuition according to
the following schedule:
o
o
o

The first 35 hours of the payment period – 2/3 of the payment period’s tuition plus not started quarter will be refunded
36 – 70 hours in the payment period – 1/3 of the payment period’s tuition plus not started quarter will be refunded.
After 71 hours of the payment period – all tuition for the started quarter will be retained by the school.

All outstanding school fees are deducted from any payment credited to the student's account. It is the student's responsibility to pay
any remaining balance that is owed. Should the account indicate a positive balance, the money will be reimbursed according to the
policies and procedures of the awarding financial aid agency.
If HEMSPN owes the student money (a credit balance on the student's account), the reimbursement check will be mailed unless the
student arranges to pick up the check from the office. It is the student's responsibility to ensure that HEMSPN has the correct address
by completing a new W9 form.
Some students receive financial aid greater than their financial obligation to HEMSPN. Once all HEMSPN fees are deducted and
financial/school policies are met, these students will be given options to either:
1) Receive credit balance refund as soon as possible, but no later than 14 days following the date of my request or the
date the credit is created, whichever comes first.
2) Apply credit balance to the remaining HEMSPN tuition costs.
3) Have credit balance of direct loan sent back to apply against loan debt.
Federal and Non-Federal Refund Policies
The refund policies for federal and non-federal aid are determined by the various states, agencies and institutions that award the aid.
HEMSPN is obligated to honor these policies. As required by federal regulations, HEMSPN calculates the school's tuition refund
policy and the federal refund calculation. After comparing the two, the school issues the larger refund amount.
Fees mistakenly paid due to errors in law/regulation interpretation or facts are returnable in full. Any appeals regarding the refund
policy are referred to the HEMSPN Director.
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Return to Title IV Policy
These requirements are separate from the School’s Institutional refund policy. The Federal Return of Title IV funds calculation
(R2T4) dictates the amount of Federal Title IV aid that must be returned to the federal government by the School and/or the student.
The federal formula is applicable to an eligible student receiving federal aid when that student withdraws on or before the end of a
payment period. If a student does not begin training, the R2T4 formula does not apply.
For official withdrawals from a clock hour program, a student withdrawal date is the date the student’s last documented physical
attendance. The withdrawal date determined is the date the School received notice from the student that they are withdrawing.
Official Withdrawal Process: The student seeking a personal or medical withdrawal from the program will (1) Make an appointment
with the Director to discuss options for returning to HEMSPN; (2) Sign a student withdrawal form; and (3) Meet with the Financial
Aid Administrator.
For unofficial withdrawals, a student’s withdrawal date is their last day of physical attendance. The School’s determination that a
student is no longer in school for unofficial withdrawals is determined after 10 days of nonattendance.
Dismissal: A student who is dismissed must meet with the HEMSPN Director to review options for readmission and to sign a student
dismissal form. The student should meet with the Financial Aid Administrator. Any agency that provided financial aid will be notified
of the student's withdrawal, dismissal or change of hours.
The student will be dismissed from the program for any or all of the following behaviors. This list is not all inclusive:






Academic: Failure to achieve a final grade of 80.0% or higher for each theory course;
Clinical/Lab: Failure (a) to meet clinical/lab expectations and student learning outcomes, (b) maintain current HEALTHCARE
PROVIDER CPR certification, (c) maintain an up-to-date annual Mantoux test, and (d) other required immunizations that may
expire.
History of Criminal Activity: in compliance with the Ohio Revised and Administrative Codes and to prevent a HEMSPN
student from devoting time, money, and energy to an unrealizable goal, any Criminal Background Record Check/Felony
Preclusion Report that indicates a history of egregious felonies, as identified/defined by the OBN, will not be enrolled or will
be immediately dismissed from the program. In addition the student with a positive, but non-egregious, criminal history that
is identified on the OBN Designated legal offences that disqualify employment of a person in a position that is responsible
for direct care or a charge of similar nature from another state or principality will not be enrolled in the program. Those who
have their record expunged, may reapply for enrollment;
Illegal Drug Use: Failure to pass the Mandatory Drug Screen and any additional drug screens (for additional information, see
"Drug Screening - Mandatory", "Drug Free Policy", and the appendix);

The student may be dismissed from the program for any or all of the following behaviors. This list is not all inclusive:







Recent Criminal Activity: Recent criminal activity is defined as criminal charges or arrests filed during the time period that the
individual is a HEMSPN student and after the initial fingerprint/background check. Should the HEMSPN student not notify
the HEMSPN Director within 5 calendar days of a recent criminal activity in writing, that student is subject to dismissal from
the program; egregious felonies will result in dismissal from the program.
Ethical: Any violation of the National Association of Practical Nurse Education and Services' (NAPNES), Standards of
Practice (See Appendix) or the National Association of Licensed Practical Nurses (NALPN) Nursing Practice Standards (See
appendix) is grounds for dismissal including permanent dismissal. In other words, any student who is found to be cheating,
lying, falsifying records, abusing patients/residents, breaching confidentiality, stealing, abusing alcohol or drugs, or behaving
in a disorderly manner in the school, hospital or cooperating healthcare agencies will be subject to dismissal including
permanent dismissal. (See "Unethical Conduct, Unacceptable Behavior/Attitude".)
Professionalism: Any student, who repeatedly violates the policies, procedures, rules, and regulations of the healthcare
agencies or HEMSPN, will be subject to dismissal including permanent dismissal for unprofessional behavior. (See
"Professionalism" in the Catalog/Student Handbook).
Violation of the Ohio Board of Nursing Standards of Practice for Practical Nursing Student, the student will be subject to
dismissal including permanent dismissal.

The federal calculation requires a Return of Title IV calculation if the student received or could have received (based on eligibility
criteria) federal financial assistance in the form of Pell Grants, Stafford Loans or Plus loans and withdraws on or before the conclusion
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of the payment period. The percentage of Title IV aid earned is equal to the percentage of the payment period that was completed as of
the withdrawal date. The percentage that has not been earned is calculated by subtracting the percentage of Title IV aid earned from
100%.
The percentage of the payment period completed is calculated by the scheduled hours completed in the payment period as of the last
date of attendance divided by the scheduled hours in the payment period.
The amount to be returned is calculated by subtracting the amount of Title IV assistance earned from the amount of Title IV aid that
was or could have been disbursed as of the withdrawal date. Aid can be considered as aid that could have been disbursed as long as the
institution had a valid ISIR, the loan was originated in COD and all other required eligibility criteria met before the student’s last date
of attendance.
If a student receives less Title IV funds than the amount earned, the School will offer the student a disbursement of the earned aid that
was not received at the time of their withdrawal which is a post withdrawal disbursement. Post withdrawal disbursements will be
made from Pell grant funds first if eligible. A Pell grant post withdrawal disbursement will be credited to the student’s account. Any
Pell grant funds in excess of current educational costs will be refunded to the student. The School must receive the student’s
permission to process post-withdrawal disbursements of student loan funds. Students will receive a post withdrawal eligibility
notification; students will have 30 calendar days to notify financial aid if they want to receive the post withdrawal direct loan
eligibility amount.
Refunds due back to the Direct Loans will be made to the federal programs within 45 days of the student’s withdrawal date of
determination.
The statute requires that a student is responsible for all unearned Title IV program assistance that the School is not required to return.
This is determined by subtracting the amount returned by the School from the total amount of unearned Title IV funds to be returned.
Title IV Refunds are returned based on the fund type in the order listed below:





Unsubsidized Direct Stafford Loan
Subsidized Direct Stafford Loan
Direct PLUS Loan
Federal Pell Grant
Financial Aid

Financial aid is available for payment of various HEMSPN fees. The Financial Aid Administrator (FAA) is committed to guiding and
assisting the student through the financial aid process as they enter into and successfully progress through the HEMSPN program. The
student needs to contact and work with the FAA to determine eligibility and to take advantage of available resources. All necessary
paperwork needs to be completed thoroughly, accurately, and in a timely manner to facilitate the process.
Payment Procedures for Financial Aid Recipients
Financial aid is deducted from the student's bill as it is awarded. Consequently, the current invoice may not reflect recent receipt of
financial aid. Any awarded financial aid, before or after a posted invoice, will be deducted/reflected as follows:
 Any Pell Grant, Subsidized Loan, Plus Loan and /or bank loan will be applied to student’s account once funds are received by
HEMSPN.
 Awards from the Bureau of Vocational Rehabilitation (BVR), Workforce Investment Act (WIA), and Trade Adjustment
Assistance (TAA) will be deducted once HEMSPN receives the actual payment.
 After deducting the appropriate amounts of financial aid, the student is responsible for paying the balance in full or making
arrangements for installment payments.
 Estimated disbursements of any or additional financial aid cannot be used for the first or any installment payments.
It is the student's responsibility to pay HEMSPN for all charges/fees that are excluded from financial aid. Refer to the school's Financial
Aid Policies and Procedures Manual, available on the website, and/or the Financial Aid Administrator for further information regarding
the HEMSPN past-due account program.
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Satisfactory Academic Progress (SAP) – Federal Student Aid Policy
HEMSPN measures Academic Progress for each student by monitoring both academic performance and maximum time for
completion. In order to be considered in compliance with the SAP policy, a student must maintain a cumulative GPA of 80% or better
and complete the program within 150% of the length of the program.
Academic Performance
Academic performance is reviewed at the end of each payment period. Students must maintain a cumulative grade point average of
80% or better, or he/she will be placed on academic warning until the end of the next regularly scheduled payment period. The
cumulative average is based upon all academic activity from the first day of class through the end of each evaluation period (see
below). Students also receive clinical student learning outcomes at the beginning of each clinical rotation. To continue in and
satisfactorily progress through the program, the student must be able to meet those student learning outcomes satisfactorily by fully
participating in all clinical learning experiences as scheduled by faculty. Students receive progress reports at the midpoint and a final
evaluation at the end of each clinical rotation. If a student does not satisfactorily meet 100% of the designated course, or clinical
student learning outcomes or receives an unsatisfactory clinical evaluation, the student is dismissed from the program regardless of
theory grades
Attendance Performance
The HEMSPN attendance policy underlines the personal and professional responsibility that the student has to pursue their education
by taking full advantage of all scheduled learning experiences. Therefore, attendance during the program is carefully monitored and
students are expected to attend each program hour. In general, the student must maintain attendance in order to complete the program
within 150% of the normal time frame. A clinical learning experience absence will also count against the required hours of the program.
Attendance is monitored closely by the Financial Aid office to ensure eligibility of financial aid. Student’s financial aid will be delayed
until required hours are met.
To successfully progress through the program, the student is required to meet all course and clinical learning student learning outcomes.
Excessive absenteeism will jeopardize the student's successful achievement of these student learning outcomes. If these course/clinical
student learning outcomes are not met, the student will be dismissed from the program. In addition, no student shall miss more than five
(5) scheduled clinical experiences within then scheduled weeks of instruction in the program and fulfill the attendance requirements; six
(6) or more missed clinical experiences results in a dismissal from the program. This attendance policy does not preclude the amount of
time necessary to adequately determine if the student has met clinical learning student learning outcomes. For example, should a student
miss four clinical days in a six-day rotation, two days will not give the student adequate time to demonstrate meeting the learning student
learning outcomes of that clinical rotation.
Maximum Time for Completion of the Full Time Program / Part Time Program
Students will have a maximum of 150% of the normally allotted scheduled time to complete the program. The program is scheduled
for 44 / 88 weeks and students will have 66 / 132 weeks of instruction to complete the program. Maximum Time Frame is measured in
calendar time and students must successfully complete 67% of the hours scheduled during each payment period. All periods of
enrollment will be included in the maximum time frame. If it is determined that a student will not be able to complete the program
within the maximum timeframe, the student will no longer be eligible for Title IV funds. Evaluation periods are as follows:

Weeks
13 / 28
30 / 56
45 / 84
60 / 112
66 / 132

Minimum Required Hours
302
603
903
1204
1400

Pay Period
450
900
1350
1800
2100

Academic Warning
If the student does not have a cumulative grade point average (GPA) of 80% or better and meet the attendance requirements at the end
of each evaluation period, the student will be placed on financial aid warning until the next regularly scheduled evaluation period.
Financial aid will be disbursed to a student in warning status the first period. Successive warning periods are not allowed, and
financial aid will be terminated if the student is not in satisfactory progress at the end of the warning period as described above.
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Probation
If the student fails to meet the requirements for satisfactory academic progress at the end of the warning period, the student will lose
eligibility for Title IV funds. A student must submit a written appeal for financial aid probation. The student will be allowed to
appeal the suspension of Title IV funds. The Director of Education will review the student’s appeal for probation. If the appeal is
successful, the student will be placed on probation and given an academic plan to come into compliance with satisfactory academic
standards by the end of the next payment period. The student will remain eligible for financial during the probationary period. If the
student is not in compliance with the academic/attendance standards or the academic plan at the end of the probationary period, the
student’s financial aid will be terminated, and the student may be subject to dismissal from the school.
The student will be given written notice and counseled of her/his probation/suspension status and/or dismissal from the school.
Appeal Policy
Students terminated due to the inability to meet satisfactory progress requirements may appeal this decision to the Director by
indicating in writing the reasons why the minimum requirements were not met. The appeal should describe in detail, with
documentation, any undue hardship or circumstance, which may have caused the failure to meet the satisfactory academic progress,
and/or attendance standards. The student must also indicate what has changed that will allow the student to meet the standards of
progress at the end of the next evaluation period. The Director will review the appeal and determine whether or not the termination
should be upheld. The student will be advised, in writing, of the department’s decision.
Reinstatement
Financial aid awards for students who are reinstated through the Appeal Process will be reinstated for the payment period in which the
appeal is applicable.
Course Repetition
A student may repeat a course they failed or did not complete. The repeat grade will supersede any previous grade. However, for
students repeating a course, they must still complete the program within the maximum time frame allowed. Students will not receive
financial aid for repeated coursework. If funds for the failed coursework have been returned to the U.S. Department of Education and
the student restarts in an eligible enrollment status within 180 days, the returned funds will be re-disbursed. If the student restarts the
program after 180 days, the student may be paid for all repeated coursework. However, if a student is receiving credit for any of the
repeated coursework, financial aid eligibility will be calculated based upon the hours remaining to complete the program.
Transfer Hours
The HEMSPN is a vocational school that does not transfer hours for courses taken at another school, college, or university. All
students must successfully complete all HEMSPN courses to graduate and receive a diploma as well as certificate of completion from
HEMSPN.
The only exception to this policy is for those individuals who receive financial aid benefits from the United States Veterans
Administration (VA). For veterans receiving VA benefits, the HEMSPN Director, with assistance from the faculty, will review course
work successfully (a grade of “C” or better) completed at another post-secondary school, college, or university to determine
equivalency of content and possible acceptance of one or more courses for one or more of the HEMSPN courses. Skills and other
training will also be evaluated to determine equivalency to one or more of HEMSPN Courses thus allowing for advanced placement
into the program. If equivalency is determined, the veteran may be asked to take and successfully pass (a grade of 80.0% or better) the
final exam(s) thereby ensuring the veteran has a solid foundation for successful progression through the program as well as perform
skills testing to assure accurate and safe performance of said skills.
Hours transferred from another institution will be considered to be part of the student’s attempted hours and reduce the maximum time
frame for completion of the program.

Grades and Satisfactory Progress
To successfully advance through the program, the student must maintain satisfactory progress. Satisfactory progress is defined as a
final grade of 80.0% or greater for all theory courses and as satisfactorily meeting all clinical/laboratory course student learning outcomes
and expectations. Course grades of 79.5% through 79.9% are not rounded up to meet this requirement. If the score for any unit test is
below 80.0%, it is the student's responsibility to seek out and meet with the instructor.
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During Quarter 1, students are permitted to retest 50% of the tests in each course, the eligible tests will be predetermined by the
instructor prior to the quarter starting. The student will be notified after the test is taken if it will be eligible for retest. Courses with an
odd number of tests, will retest percent closest to 50%, but not over 50%. Any student who scores below an 80% will get the
opportunity to retake the eligible test after review of the test. The scheduled time for retest will be at the discretion of the instructor.
All students must retest the same day. If a student does not attend the retest day for any reason they will not be permitted to retest. The
two scores will be averaged and entered as the new grade.
This does not apply to makeup tests or the final exam. If a student is absent or late on the initial test day, they forfeit the chance to
retake and will be given a makeup test per policy.
Learning Enhancement/ Student Retention Policy
A student will be considered “at risk” if he/she meets one or more of the below criteria. The “at risk” student will be invited to
participate in the Learning Enhancement program.







A returning student while in the quarter being repeated
Demonstrates unusual attendance patterns
Failed to meet deadlines
Has an unusual enrollment history
Has an individual course average that drops below an 80%
Students with English as a Second Language (ESL)

Learning Enhancement Guidelines
Attendance - Study Sessions:
 Attendance and punctuality are recommended for the study sessions. Attendance is taken for each study session. If unable to
attend any study session, the student should “report off” to the appropriate instructor(s).
Attendance – Advisor meetings:
 Weekly meetings with the student’s advisor is strongly recommended.
Weekly Quizzing:
 It is recommended that the student take at least one ATI Dynamic quiz per week. The result report is to be turned into the
Advisor via the Google Classroom.
Grading Scale for Theory Courses
For determining a letter grade, the following grading scale applies for all HEMSPN theory courses unless otherwise specified by the
instructor:
A = 94.0% - 100%
B = 88.0% - 93.9%
C = 80.0% - 87.9%
D = 75.0% - 79.9%
F = Below 75.0%
Reporting of Grades
Grades for tests, and quizzes will be posted within 48 hours after administration not counting weekends or holidays. Grades for written
assignments or vSim assignments will be posted within 7 days after due date, due to the increase length of time in grading. Grades
will be posted in the student’s online grade book. In compliance with the Family Education Right to Privacy Act (FERPA), neither
faculty nor staff members are permitted to give grades over the phone or to individuals other than the student.

Computerized Quizzing and Testing
All students are required to have a laptop computer/tablet (not a phone) that meets the ExamSoft specifications and has a camera and
microphone. Computer specifications are provided with the enrollment packet and Admission packet and linked to the QR code. Quizzes
and Tests are administered through ExamSoft. Scan QR code for compter specifications.
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Per the enrollment agreement the student must have a compatible computer as per the specifications given or be dismissed from
the program.
All other testing/quizzing policies per Catalog/Student Handbook apply.
All other testing/quizzing policies per course syllabus apply.
 Not being able to take the quiz during the designated time will result in a zero (0) grade for that quiz per policy.
 Not being able to take the test at the designated time will result in having to take a make-up test after school that day,
and make-up test policies apply. The student will be sent to the breakroom until the test or quiz is over
The test/quiz must be downloaded the day before the test/quiz or when the instructor releases it.
No phones or other PCD’s (this includes earbuds, headphones etc. (unless required for testing purposes) during the test/quiz.
The consequence for violating any part of this policy:
 During a test or quiz, the student will receive 5 percentage points off their test/quiz score.
 When taking an online test/quiz virtually the computer camera is required to be on at all times while taking a test/quiz
or the student will be administered a make-up test; if it is a quiz will be counted as “0”. Make up tests can be a different
format per policy.
 The camera must be positioned so the student’s face, shoulders, and arms are visible to instructor and proctor at all
times.
 Microphone must be off during the test/quiz, all communication will be conducted through the chat feature.
 The student must remain seated and at the computer during the test or quiz.

The student is to have no conversations with others in their physical room or the chat feature except the instructor.

When done with test, must type in chat box “done”; instructor will acknowledge and only then can you turn off the
camera.
 If a student is absent for a test review, they must listen to the recording. An individual review will not be provided.
ATI Integration and Testing Policy

Integration of ATI Products
ATI products are used in all courses at HEMSPN including theory, lab and clinical. The extent of use will vary but the minimum use
will be as follows:



Quarter 1 – a minimum of one active learning activity per course per week
Quarters 2-4 - a minimum of one active learning activity per unit per course

ATI Testing
HEMSPN uses the ATI Content Mastery Series (CMS) and the Comprehensive Predictor throughout the program. The specific exams
for each course will be in the course syllabi.






Quarter 1 – does not have any CMS exams.
Quarters 2 – 4 has CMS exams where they fit into the curriculum.
The CMS assessments scores (based on a grading rubric) will count as a test score if the course has 5 tests or more;
otherwise, it will be a quiz score.
o Practice A exam will occur at the beginning of week 6 of the quarter with remediation assignments due after a
minimum of 4 days.
o Practice B exam will occur at the beginning of week 8 of the quarter with remediation assignments due after a
minimum of 4 days.
o Proctored Assessment exam will occur at the beginning of week 10 of the quarter with remediation assignments due
after a minimum of 4 days.
o If a Retake of the Proctored assessment is required, it will be taken during finals week.
The Comprehensive Predictor will follow the same policy as above (using its own grading rubric) and will be a offered
during P & VR.
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Progression
The student receives clinical student learning outcomes at the beginning of each clinical rotation. To continue in and satisfactorily
progress through the program, the student must be able to meet those student learning outcomes satisfactorily by fully participating in
all clinical learning experiences as scheduled by faculty. The student receives a final evaluation at the end of each clinical rotation. If
a student does not satisfactorily meet 100% of the designated level, course, or clinical student learning outcomes or receives an
unsatisfactory clinical evaluation, the student is dismissed from the program regardless of theory grades (see "Evaluation of Clinical
Performance"). The student may petition for readmission into a future class.

Evaluation of Clinical
For all clinical requirements, the student's performance is evaluated as satisfactory or unsatisfactory according to the clinical learning
student learning outcomes. Faculty maintains clinical evaluations for each clinical experience; these become a permanent part of the
student's record.
Evaluation of Clinical Simulation Lab
For all Clinical Simulation lab requirements, the student’s performance is evaluated as satisfactory or unsatisfactory according to the
Clinical Simulation lab learning student learning outcomes. Faculty maintains lab evaluations for each lab experience; these become a
permanent part of the student’s record. It is the expectation of the HEMSPN faculty that the student will complete all necessary prelab assignments/videos and have practiced the skills prior to validation labs. Students who attempt to validate and are not successful
after the two attempts will have to participate in formal remediation and repeat at another time designated by the instructor. See
attendance/make-up work policy.
Graduation/Progression to Senior Level
The progression requirements are as follows:







Earned a grade of 80.0% or greater for all theory courses
Satisfactorily met all clinical student learning outcomes
Satisfactorily met all simulation lab student learning outcomes
Met all attendance requirements
Paid all HEMSPN related fees
Student’s files are current and complete

Senior Level students who have completed all of the above requirements will participate in mandatory graduation exercises, receive a
diploma, and have a certificate of completion sent to the Ohio Board of Nursing. They will also be eligible to apply for licensure in any
state within the United States of America and take the NCLEX-PN, a national practical nursing licensure examination.
Junior Level students who have met all progression requirements will participate in mandatory graduation /pinning exercises.
Student Governance
Any student is invited to the beginning of the 1st faculty/staff meeting of each month. The student who wishes to contribute to the
organization and governance of student policies may do so by:




By reviewing the Catalog/Student Handbook.
Discuss potential policy revisions based on student body perspective for improvement.
Evaluate policy changes by using class input.
Grievance

Within the HEMSPN program, the term "grievance" is defined as a dispute between a student and the school regarding the interpretation,
application of, or compliance with a specific provision of HEMSPN policies or procedures as applied to that student's participation in
the HEMSPN program. The grievance process is available to all students without fear of retaliation or intimidation. The term "Grievant"
is an individual student alleging a grievance against HEMSPN. All grievance-related conversations with the student shall be held in
strict confidence by those involved.
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The Grievance process is implemented and progresses according to the steps outlined below. The time limits set forth may be extended
by mutual agreement of the school and the student when set forth in writing and signed by the Grievant. Working days, as used in this
procedure, shall not include Saturdays, Sundays, holidays, vacation days, or breaks.
Grievance Procedure:
Step I:

The Grievant shall discuss the concern with the involved HEMSPN instructor within three (3) business days of the
occurrence in an effort to arrive at a mutually agreeable solution.
The Grievant may elect to schedule a meeting with the faculty member and HEMSPN Director in an effort to arrive at a
mutually agreeable solution. The student must contact the Director to schedule this meeting within three (3) business days
of the occurrence; the meeting will occur within six (6) business days of the original occurrence.

Step II:

If the grievance is unresolved after Step I, the Grievant may further pursue the grievance process by submitting a
completed grievance form to the Program Director within nine (9) business days of the original dispute.
Within five (5) business days from the submission of the completed grievance form, the HEMSPN Director will schedule
a meeting for the purpose of resolving the grievance. At this meeting, the Grievant and concerned faculty member, with
or without representation of choice, will present evidence to support respective sides of the dispute. If a healthcare agency
staff member(s) or another non-HEMSPN individual(s) is/are involved, the Director may invite that/those individual(s) to
the meeting to present additional information. Following presentations by all individuals and the answering of HEMSPN
Director's questions, the Director will meet with the grievant.
Following this meeting, the HEMSPN Director's written disposition of the grievance will be given to the student and the
faculty member within three (3) business days of the meeting. An additional copy will be placed in the student's file. The
grievance will be considered resolved if an agreement is reached at this time.

Step III:

If the Grievant is not satisfied with the HEMSPN Director's disposition of the grievance, the Grievant may appeal in writing
to the Salem City School District's Superintendent or designee within three (3) working days after receipt of the disposition.
The following conference will include the student, the Superintendent of Salem City School District or designee, the
HEMSPN Director, the involved faculty member, and representatives of choice for either or both sides.
Within five (5) working days of the conference, Salem City School District's Superintendent or designee shall submit a
written deposition to the HEMSPN Director; the written disposition shall include reasons for the deposition. Copies of the
deposition will be given to the student, instructor, and one placed in the student's file. The deposition will be considered
final and binding.
Health Insurance, Physical and Mental Health Care

Unfortunately, nursing, as well as other health care professions, place students and practitioners at risk for contracting communicable
diseases and for physical injury. Although the HEMSPN faculty makes every attempt to promote safe nursing implementation and to
protect the nursing student, there are times when this is not possible, or when circumstances prevent them from doing so. HEMSPN is
unable to provide health insurance or to rearrange class and clinical schedules for the student. THEREFORE:
1.

2.

3.
4.
5.
6.

It is the responsibility of each student to cover the cost of healthcare provider and hospitalization fees incurred while enrolled
in the program. In addition, any healthcare fees incurred as a result of any HEMSPN policies, procedures, or experiences are
the sole responsibility of the student. Consequently, it is strongly recommended that each student carry adequate medical/health
insurance.
Should a student become ill/injured during hours of instruction, i.e.: regular school hours in theory, laboratory or clinical, the
student must report to a faculty member or Program Director immediately. If the illness/injury is a threat to the student’s or
their classmates’ or their patient’s safety, health or wellbeing, the student must leave the classroom, laboratory, or clinical
setting.
If the illness/injury is severe, EMS will be activated, and the emergency contact person will be called. For illness/injury not
requiring immediate attention the student may leave of own accord or call emergency contact person.
All expenses incurred are the responsibility of the student.
HEMSPN does require follow-up health care and a medical release stating student may return without restrictions to ensure the
safety of the student, peers, and potential patients when the student returns to clinical experiences.
When an illness or injury is deemed an actual or potential threat to the safety of the student, classmates, or potential
patients/patients, then the HEMSPN Director and faculty will determine if the student can remain in the program. A medical
release is required following illness or injury and when patient safety or the student's ability to meet course/program
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requirements is questionable. Concurrence by a professional health counselor or another healthcare provider will also be
required if deemed appropriate by the HEMSPN Director.
The HEMSPN student is not an employee of HEMSPN or Salem City Schools or associated healthcare agencies; therefore,
they are not entitled to Worker's Compensation Benefits. As stated above, the student is financially responsible for any medical
or healthcare treatment incurred. However, it is required that any student illness or injury, especially that which occurs during
clinical experiences, be reported immediately to a faculty member or the HEMSPN Director.
Except in the case of an emergency, appointments with private healthcare provider or health clinics shall be made at times that
do not conflict with class, laboratory, or clinical experiences.
Pregnancy

To protect the health of mother and fetus, the pregnant student is required to notify the Director and faculty of pregnancy as soon as
possible. A written statement from the attending healthcare provider that indicates the student’s ability to continue the nursing program
without restrictions must be submitted after each pre-natal visit. If the healthcare provider indicates the student cannot continue in the
program then the student may be eligible for a leave of absence, if meeting the criteria described in the Catalog/Student Handbook.
Failure to submit written healthcare provider statements during pregnancy will result in dismissal from the program. During pregnancy,
the student is required to maintain appropriate attire and grooming. This includes necessary alterations to the student’s uniform.
Following delivery and postpartum recovery, a written statement from the attending healthcare provider indicating the student’s ability
to resume clinical responsibilities without restrictions must be submitted prior to returning to clinical.
Health Records
The forms must be filled out completely, correctly, and submitted to the office. These forms must be submitted and approved by the
deadline. Failure to meet this requirement may result in the student becoming ineligible for enrollment to current class.
(a) the pre-admission "Physical Examination Report"
(b) an "Essential Functions Questionnaire"
(c) a "Personal Health Record"
(d) dates of immunizations and titers must be written on the form
Immunizations
According to the Center for Disease Control (CDC) and/or the Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA), specific
immunizations are required or recommended for all individuals entering the field of healthcare. Therefore, HEMSPN requires specific
immunizations be up to date for admission into the program (see the current HEMSPN Admission Packet for more information). In
accordance with this policy, a two-step Mantoux tuberculin skin test must be documented prior to admission with date administered and
read clearly documented. Once admitted it is the student’s responsibility to maintain a current Mantoux, this is also required for
readmission. The Mantoux tuberculin skin test is to be updated as required. If the student has a history of a positive skin test, a
radiologist's report of a negative current chest x-ray must be submitted to HEMSPN prior to admission. If the student's current Mantoux
test results convert from a negative to a positive, the student must comply with recommendations to follow-up with family healthcare
provider or a county TB clinic and submit a healthcare provider's release to return to school before readmission can be permitted. Also,
the Influenza-A yearly flu vaccine is required and will be made available once enrolled.
COVID-19 vaccination is mandated for all students, faculty and staff. Vaccination status must be up to date per current CDC guidelines.
Please be aware that If the clinical sites make any vaccine mandatory (including but not limited to Hepatitis B and Coronavirus), then
HEMSPN will also make those vaccines mandatory. Failure to comply will result in denial of admission or once admitted dismissal
from the program.
Licensure
The HEMSPN graduate is eligible to apply for licensure in any state or district of the United States in accordance with the requirements
of the respective state or district licensing authority. The respective Board of Nursing will issue a license to the applicant who has met
all of the licensure requirements. One of the requirements for licensure is the passage of the NCLEX-PN, a national licensure
examination.
In addition to the above, a graduate who, because of a disability, has special needs for taking the examination must provide the Board
of Nursing written of the disability, documentation that substantiates the disability, and a request for specific modifications to the
examination materials or procedures. The requested modifications may be granted, but only in accordance with National Council of
State Boards of Nursing procedure and only if approved by the Board of Nursing and the National Council of State Boards of Nursing.
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Lockers
The student is assigned a locker that is located in the HEMSPN Suite. Coats and book bags are to be placed in the locker. Students may
bring a lock for their locker. Note that HEMSPN is not responsible for items placed in the locker or left in classroom.
Should the need arise, HEMSPN faculty and staff reserve the right to enter any student locker located in the HEMSPN suite at the KSU
Salem City Center Building on Lincoln Avenue. 'Need' is broadly defined to include, but not be limited to:
(a) any reason perceived necessary by the HEMSPN faculty and staff or by the custodial and security services provided by Kent State
University
(b) a reasonable request from an agency that is providing financial aid to that particular student
(c) the removal and disposal of any items, personal or otherwise, left in the locker once the student has left the program for any reason

Lost, Stolen, or Damaged Personal Items
HEMSPN and all associated institutions and healthcare agencies are not responsible for any lost, stolen, or damaged articles or personal
property. It is the responsibility of the student to immediately replace a lost or damaged HEMSPN uniform, or educational related
equipment/books. Purchasing of additional uniforms, equipment, or books may be arranged through the HEMSPN administrative
assistants.
Parking – Student
HEMSPN Classrooms – Theory classrooms are located on the third floor of the Salem City Center Building (230 North Lincoln
Avenue). Students may park in the public parking lot on East Second Street or in the lot adjacent to the side of the City Center Building
(off of Third Street). Students are not permitted to park in lot C-1. Because of the amount of pedestrian traffic and children playing in
the neighborhood surrounding the school, it goes without saying that students must drive slowly and carefully when entering and leaving
the parking lots. Students may not park in the areas designated for the Salem Health Department. Any violation in the parking policy
may result in the student's car being towed at the owner's expense.
Please refer to Clinical Toolkits for parking at clinical facilities.
Professionalism
Professionalism is defined as the projection of ethical and moral values of empathy, integrity, and trustworthiness while competently
performing as a professional practitioner. The term 'professional' is used to describe/identify a person as one who approaches the chosen
career with seriousness, has a high level of integrity, and can be trusted to maintain high personal and professional standards. Therefore,
a nursing professional is one who:
(a) demonstrates empathy, integrity, and trustworthiness;
(b) is responsible and accountable for own actions, and
(c) meets the standards of care as well as practices within the legally defined boundaries while performing safe, efficient, patientcentered nursing care.
While providing nursing care, the HEMSPN nursing student shall demonstrate the above stated behaviors of a nursing professional and
must meet the Ohio Board of Nursing Standards of Practice for the Licensed Practical Nurse. In addition, the students shall conduct
themselves according to the following Ohio Board of Nursing requirements which are reproduced from the Ohio Administrative Code
§4723-5-12(C)
OAC§4723-5-12 (C) In addition to the policies required in paragraph (A) of this rule, the program administrator and faculty shall
implement policies related to student conduct that incorporate the standards for safe nursing care set forth in Chapter 4723. of the
Revised Code and the rules adopted under that chapter, including, but not limited to the following:
(1) A student shall, in a complete, accurate, and timely manner, report and document nursing assessments or observations, the care
provided by the student for the patient, and the patient's response to that care.
(2) A student shall, in an accurate and timely manner, report to the appropriate practitioner errors in or deviations from the current
valid order.
(3) A student shall not falsify any patient record or any other document prepared or utilized in the course of, or in conjunction with,
nursing practice. This includes, but is not limited to, case management documents or reports, time records or reports, and other
documents related to billing for nursing services.
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(4) A student shall implement measures to promote a safe environment for each patient.
(5) A student shall delineate, establish, and maintain professional boundaries with each patient.
(6) At all times when a student is providing direct nursing care to a patient the student shall:
(a) Provide privacy during examination or treatment and in the care of personal or bodily needs; and
(b) Treat each patient with courtesy, respect, and with full recognition of dignity and individuality.
(7) A student shall practice within the appropriate scope of practice as set forth in division (B) of section 4723.01 and division (B)(20)
of section 4723.28 of the Revised Code for a registered nurse, and division (F) of section 4723.01 and division (B)(21) of section 4723.28
of the Revised Code for a practical nurse;
(8) A student shall use universal and standard precautions established by Chapter 4723-20 of the Administrative Code;
(9) A student shall not:
(a) Engage in behavior that causes or may cause physical, verbal, mental, or emotional abuse to a patient;
(b) Engage in behavior toward a patient that may reasonably be interpreted as physical, verbal, mental, or emotional abuse.
(10) A student shall not misappropriate a patient's property or:
(a) Engage in behavior to seek or obtain personal gain at the patient's expense;
(b) Engage in behavior that may reasonably be interpreted as behavior to seek or obtain personal gain at the patient's expense;
(c) Engage in behavior that constitutes inappropriate involvement in the patient's personal relationships; or
(d) Engage in behavior that may reasonably be interpreted as inappropriate involvement in the patient's personal relationships.
For the purpose of this paragraph, the patient is always presumed incapable of giving free, full, or informed consent to the behaviors
by the student set forth in this paragraph.
(11) A student shall not:
(a) Engage in sexual conduct with a patient;
(b) Engage in conduct in the course of practice that may reasonably be interpreted as sexual;
(c) Engage in any verbal behavior that is seductive or sexually demeaning to a patient;
(d) Engage in verbal behavior that may reasonably be interpreted as seductive, or sexually demeaning to a patient.
For the purpose of this paragraph, the patient is always presumed incapable of giving free, full, or informed consent to sexual activity
with the student.
(12) A student shall not, regardless of whether the contact or verbal behavior is consensual, engage with a patient other than the spouse
of the student in any of the following:
(a) Sexual contact, as defined in section 2907.01 of the Revised Code;
(b) Verbal behavior that is sexually demeaning to the patient or may be reasonably interpreted by the patient as sexually demeaning.
(13) A student shall not self-administer or otherwise take into the body any dangerous drug, as defined in section 4729.01 of the Revised
Code, in any way not in accordance with a legal, valid prescription issued for the student, or self-administer or otherwise take into the
body any drug that is a schedule I controlled substance.
(14) A student shall not habitually or excessively use controlled substances, other habit-forming drugs, or alcohol or other chemical
substances to an extent that impairs ability to practice.
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(15) A student shall not have impairment of the ability to practice according to acceptable and prevailing standards of safe nursing care
because of the use of drugs, alcohol, or other chemical substances.
(16) A student shall not have impairment of the ability to practice according to acceptable and prevailing standards of safe nursing care
because of a physical or mental disability.
(17) A student shall not assault or cause harm to a patient or deprive a patient of the means to summon assistance.
(18) A student shall not misappropriate or attempt to misappropriate money or anything of value by intentional misrepresentation or
material deception in the course of practice.
(19) A student shall not have been adjudicated by a probate court of being mentally ill or mentally incompetent, unless restored to
competency by the court.
(20) A student shall not aid and abet a person in that person's practice of nursing without a license, practice as a dialysis technician
without a certificate issued by the board, or administration of medications as a medication aide without a certificate issued by the board.
(21) A student shall not prescribe any drug or device to perform or induce an abortion, or otherwise perform or induce an abortion.
(22) A student shall not assist suicide as defined in section 3795.01 of the Revised Code.
(23) A student shall not submit or cause to be submitted any false, misleading, or deceptive statements, information, or document to the
nursing program, its administrators, faculty, teaching assistants, preceptors, or to the board.
(24) A student shall maintain the confidentiality of patient information. The student shall communicate patient information with other
members of the health care team for health care purposes only, shall access patient information only for purposes of patient care or for
otherwise fulfilling the student's assigned clinical responsibilities, and shall not disseminate patient information for purposes other than
patient care or for otherwise fulfilling the student's assigned clinical responsibilities through social media, texting, emailing or any
other form of communication.
(25) To the maximum extent feasible, identifiable patient health care information shall not be disclosed by a student unless the patient
has consented to the disclosure of identifiable patient health care information. A student shall report individually identifiable patient
information without written consent in limited circumstances only and in accordance with an authorized law, rule, or other recognized
legal authority.
(26) For purposes of paragraphs (C)(5), (C)(6), (C)(9), (C)(10), (C)(11) and (C)(12) of this rule, a student shall not use social media,
texting, emailing, or other forms of communication with, or about a patient, for non-health care purposes or for purposes other than
fulfilling the student's assigned clinical responsibilities.
Five Year Review (FYR) Dates: 12/19/2016 and 12/19/2021
Promulgated Under: 119.03
Statutory Authority: 4723.07
Rule Amplifies: 4723.06
Prior Effective Dates: 2/1/96, 4/1/97, 2/1/02, 2/1/04, 2/1/07, 2/1/08, 2/1/12, 2/1/14
Additionally, the nursing student shall maintain the confidentiality of patient information obtained during the course of nursing practice
according to the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA) and demonstrate the standards in the National Association
of Licensed Practical Nurses' (NALPN) Nursing Practice Standards for the Licensed/Vocational Nurse and the Standards of Practice of
the National Association of Practical Nurse Education and Services (NAPNES).
Unethical Conduct, Unacceptable Behavior/Attitude
Ethics refers to the moral or philosophical principles that society defines actions as being right or wrong. Nursing ethics identify how
nurses must conduct themselves in relation to their profession, to the patients/residents for whom they provide nursing care, to other
members of the health care team, and to the community. Standards in the Standards of Practice of the National Association of Practical
Nurse Education and Services, Inc. (NAPNES) reflect the high ideals that the practical nurses and practical nursing students integrate
into their nursing practice.
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Unethical professional conduct is any behavior that violates a profession's Code of Ethics. For the HEMSPN nursing program, it
encompasses any behavior that violates the NAPNES Standards of Practice (See Appendix). Such behavior includes, but is not limited
to:
(a) cheating;
(b) lying;
(c) falsifying records;
(d) breaching confidentiality;
(e) stealing;
(f) abusing alcohol or drugs;
(g) abusing patients/residents;
(h) behaving in a disorderly manner within the school, hospital, or cooperating healthcare agencies;
(i) providing nursing care outside the standards of care for licensed practical nurses; and
(j) not forthcoming to the HEMSPN Director regarding recent criminal activity following the fingerprint check/while enrolled in the
practical nursing program.
An undesirable behavior or attitude of the HEMSPN nursing student is defined as the inability to work and cooperate with co-workers
and peers, continual antagonism of instructors or classmates, repeated cause for dissension among classmates or co-workers, and/or
verbal/nonverbal/electronic communication which, in the opinion of faculty members or the Director, negatively affects the learning
environment (see Bullying, Harassment, and Intimidation Policy for additional information). Furthermore, disrespectful, or
insubordinate behavior towards the faculty or staff of HEMSPN will not be tolerated.
Any of the behaviors identified in the previous paragraphs are unprofessional and/or unethical and are grounds for dismissal including
permanent dismissal.
Profanity/Vulgarity
Use of profanity (socially offensive, religious, or culturally insensitive) or vulgarity, as defined by HEMSPN faculty and staff, is
considered unprofessional and are grounds for dismissal.
Healthcare Agencies
The student is responsible for reading and abiding by each institution's and healthcare agency's policies and procedures.
Non-discrimination and anti-harassment
Bullying, harassment, discrimination, or intimidation, as defined by the Ohio Revised Code (R.C.) §3313.666(B) (3), is the "Intentional
written, verbal, graphic or physical act that a student or group of students has exhibited toward another particular student more than
once; and the behavior both:



Causes mental and/or physical harm to the other student; and
Is sufficiently severe, persistent, or pervasive that it creates an intimidating, threatening, and/or abusive educational
environment for the other student."

The Ohio Department of Education (ODE) includes cyber bullying, harassment, or intimidation to the above definition. Cyber bullying,
harassment, or intimidation includes "electronically transmitted acts i.e., internet, cell phone, personal digital assistance (PDA) or
wireless hand-held device that a student has exhibited toward other particular student more than once.
Non-discrimination and anti-harassment policies and procedure
Refer to www.hemspn.edu for policy.

Policy Prohibiting Sex Discrimination, Sexual Harassment, Stalking and Retaliation (Title IX, Jeanne Clery, and VAWA)
Refer to www.hemspn.edu for policy.
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References Materials – HEMSPN and KSU
HEMSPN students may access books that are available in the class or library; these books are for reference only. They may not be
removed from the designated area. The Kent State University Library and librarians also are available for the HEMSPN student.
HEMSPN students have access to CINAHL and PubMed through the library. These resources also may be used for gathering of
information and completion of assignments.
The KSU library is open during KSU school hours. Books may be checked out of the library. Journals and articles must remain in the
library but may be photocopied.
Confidentiality of Student Records
Family Education Rights of Privacy Act of 1974 (FERPA), protects the privacy of student educational records. A student, wishing to
review his/her record, shall submit a written request to the HEMSPN Director. The program director will make an appointment with
the student for the purpose of reviewing the record. The student record must be reviewed in the presence of the Director or designee.
The student must sign a FERPA release to allow anyone else to view or receive any information regarding the student's education record.
There are exceptions to this rule. See Appendix.
Record Retention
Each current HEMSPN student will have an academic file housed in the main office. The files will contain no less than:
(a) admission and financial aid records;
(b) transcript(s);
(c) clinical evaluation tools.
Graduate files are housed on the school premises in locked file cabinets, will have no less than one copy of a completed transcript that
indicates the credential awarded and the date the individual successfully completed the program. Additional student records will be
maintained on-site for those students who started but did not successfully complete the program.
Transcripts
The school will forward a HEMSPN transcript to another school or employer only upon written request. Transcripts as well as other
documentation are issued only when all HEMSPN financial obligations have been met including current student loan repayment. There
is a charge for each requested transcript. Please check current Transcript Request form for amount.
Transfer Credit/ Advanced Standing for Military/STNA from Approved Program
HEMSPN is a vocational school that does not transfer credit for courses taken at another school, college, or university. All students
must successfully complete all HEMSPN courses to graduate and receive a certificate from HEMSPN.
One exception to this policy is for those individuals who receive financial aid benefits from the United States Veterans Administration
(VA). For veterans receiving VA benefits, the HEMSPN Director, with assistance from the faculty, will review course work
successfully (a grade of “C” or better) completed at another post-secondary school, college, or university to determine equivalency of
content and possible acceptance of one or more courses for one or more of the HEMSPN courses. Skills and other training will also be
evaluated to determine equivalency to one or more of HEMSPNS Courses thus allowing for advanced placement into the program. If
equivalency is determined, the veteran may be asked to take and successfully pass (a grade of 80.0% or better) the final exam(s)
thereby ensuring the veteran has a solid foundation for successful progression through the program as well as perform skills testing to
assure accurate and safe performance of said skills.
Hours transferred from another institution will be considered to be part of the student’s attempted hours and reduce the maximum time
frame for completion of the program.
A STNA, from an approved program, who successfully passed their certification examination may receive advanced standing into
HEMSPN’s PN program. An STNA who meets the above requirements and can present a current STNA certificate will be given the
opportunity to test out of the following skills therefore being awarded the lab credit for those skills. They will also be given advance
standing for 16 hours of AGD clinical upon successfully testing out of the following skills.
The skills that can be tested out of related to STNA are:
 Removing personal protective equipment
 Hand washing, Hand antisepsis
 Donning and Doffing Clean Gloves
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Vital Signs
Pulse Oximetry
Glucometer use
Removing Soiled linen
Making an occupied and unoccupied bed
Turning a patient
Using a transfer belt
Moving a patient in bed
Using a mechanical lift with sling
Using a sit- to- stand mechanical lift
Using a bed pan, and urinal
Providing pericare: male and female
Providing indwelling catheter care
Providing a bed bath
Applying TED hose.

* Approved program is Flying High INC. STNA program.
* Advanced standing effects the hours attended by the student and will therefore reduce the amount of financial aid hours of
eligibility.
Weather – Inclement
If Kent State University - Salem Branch cancels classes HEMSPN cancels classes. “Cancelled” or “Closed" means all students will not
report to school. If Kent State University – Salem Branch delays AM classes, then HEMSPN students report for class when KSU
resumes classes. This does not apply to clinical experiences. Students are to report to clinical as scheduled unless notified by the Director
using Google Classroom and/or WKBN TV.
When possible due to inclement weather, building closure etc. HEMSPN will conduct class, lab or clinical virtually. Attendance will
be taken and recorded for the number of hours the student is present during the virtual session. If the virtual clinical experience is not
attended by the student, it will count as a clinical absence.
It is the student's responsibility to stay informed of inclement weather cancellations or delays. Students can listen and watch for school
cancellations or delays via local radio, TV, and Google Classroom.
It is also the student's responsibility to independently cover material missed because of inclement weather. This not only includes all
class or clinical assignments, quizzes, tests, presentations, etc., it also includes information/course content that was scheduled for
theory or pre-/post-conferences. It is NOT the responsibility of the instructor to ensure every student is aware of scheduling changes
or to make-up lost class time due to extenuating circumstances.
Misrepresentation Policy
The nature of the institution’s educational program including false, erroneous, or misleading statements including but not limited to:
The particular type(s), specific source(s), nature, and extent of it’s institutional, programmatic, or specialized accreditation;
Whether a student may transfer course credits earned at the institution to any other institution;
Conditions under which the institution will accept transfer credits earned at another institution;
Whether successful completion of a course of instruction qualifies a student—
For acceptance to a labor union or similar organization; or
To receive, to apply to take, or to take the examination required to receive, a local, state, or federal license, or a nongovernmental
certification required as a precondition for employment, or to perform certain functions in the states in which the educational program
is offered, or to meet additional conditions that the institution knows or reasonably should know are generally needed to secure
employment in a recognized occupation for which the program is represented to prepare students;
The requirements for successfully completing the course of study or program and the circumstances that would constitute grounds for
terminating the student’s enrollment;
The nature of the institution’s financial charges including false, erroneous, or misleading statements including but not limited to:
Whether a particular charge is the customary charge at the institution for a course;
The cost of the program and the institution’s refund policy if the student does not complete the program;
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The availability or nature of any financial assistance offered to students, including a student’s responsibility to repay any loans,
regardless of whether the student is successful in completing the program and obtaining employment; or
(e) The student’s right to reject any particular type of financial aid or other assistance, or whether the student must apply for a particular
type of financial aid, such as financing offered by the institution.
Misrepresentation regarding the employability of the institution’s graduates including false, erroneous, or misleading statements
including but not limited to:
The institution’s relationship with any organization, employment agency, or other agency providing authorized training leading directly
to employment;
The institution’s plans to maintain a placement service for graduates or otherwise assist its graduates to obtain employment;
The institution’s knowledge about the current or likely future conditions, compensation, or employment opportunities in the industry or
occupation for which the students are being prepared;
(f) Other requirements that are generally needed to be employed in the fields for which the training is provided, such as requirements
related to commercial driving licenses or permits to carry firearms, and failing to disclose factors that would prevent an applicant
from qualifying for such requirements, such as prior criminal records or preexisting medical conditions.
Copyright Policy
Copyright infringement is the act of exercising, without permission or legal authority, one or more of the exclusive rights granted to
the copyright owner under section 106 of the Copyright Act (Title 17 of the United States Code). These rights include the right to
reproduce or distribute a copyright work. In the file-sharing context, downloading or uploading substantial parts of a copyrighted work
without authority constitutes an infringement.
Penalties for copyright infringement include civil criminal penalties. In general, anyone found liable for civil copyright infringement
may be ordered to pay either actual damages or “statutory” damages affixed at not less than $750 and not more than $30,000 per work
infringed. For “willful” infringement, a court may award up to $150.00 per work infringed. A court can, in its discretion, also assess
cost and attorney’s fees. For details, see Title 7, United States Code, Sections 504 and 505.
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Appendix: A
HEMSPN Drug Free Policy
Purpose and Goal
Hannah E. Mullins School of Practical Nursing (HEMSPN) is committed to protecting the safety, health, and well-being of all students,
faculty, staff, patients, and other individuals associated with the organization. HEMSPN recognizes that alcohol and drug abuse pose a
significant threat to patients, patients, classmates, faculty, and staff as well as prevent the fulfillment of student and HEMSPN short and
long-term goals. Consequently, HEMSPN faculty and staff have established a drug-free policy that balances respect for individuals
with the need to maintain an alcohol and drug free environment.
The HEMSPN Drug Free Policy recognizes that involvement with alcohol and other drugs can be very disruptive, adversely affect
learning, quality of work and performance, pose serious health risks, and have a negative impact on learning, productivity, and morale.
Therefore, HEMSPN cannot condone nor tolerate student or employee substance abuse. Accordingly, every student and employee are
prohibited from using, possessing, manufacturing, trafficking, or being under the influence of any illegal drug or alcohol, and/or abuse
of prescribed drugs while participating in any HEMSPN associated or assigned activity. Possession of drug paraphernalia is also
prohibited. Therefore, as a condition of admission into, membership of, and association with this organization, HEMSPN requires that
students, faculty, and staff adhere to a strict policy regarding the illegal use, abuse, or possession of drugs and alcohol. HEMSPN also
encourages individuals voluntarily to seek professional help with drug and alcohol problems for self and family members as early as
possible.
Covered Individuals
Individuals covered by the HEMSPN Drug Free Policy are those individuals who conduct business for, are applying to, are conducting
business, and attending and/or on the property of HEMSPN, Salem City School District, and associated health care agencies. The policy
includes but is not limited to all full- and part-time faculty, staff, and students while working for, learning under the guidance of, or
representing HEMSPN in any capacity.
Applicability
The HEMSPN Drug-Free Policy applies whenever an individual is representing, learning under the guidance of, or conducting business
for and/or with the organization. Therefore, this policy applies:
a) whenever conducting business, representing, or learning under the umbrella of the HEMSPN organization;
b) while on HEMSPN, Kent State University, Salem City School District, or an associated healthcare agency's property; and
c) at HEMSPN sponsored events.
Prohibited Behavior
It is a violation of the HEMSPN Drug Free Policy to abuse, possess, sell, trade, transfer, give, and/or offer for sale alcohol, illegal drugs,
intoxicants, or prescribed drugs to an individual for whom the prescription was not intended as well as improper use of legal drugs.
Furthermore, the illegal or unauthorized use of prescription drugs is prohibited. It is a violation of the HEMSPN Drug-Free Policy to
intentionally misuse and/or abuse prescription medications. Prescription and over-the-counter drugs are not prohibited when taken in
standard dosage by the prescribed individual for the use intended and/or according to a healthcare provider’s prescription. Any
HEMSPN associated individual taking prescribed or over-the-counter medication is responsible for consulting the prescribing healthcare
provider and/or pharmacist to ascertain whether and/or how the medication will interfere with mental and physical capabilities.
Alcohol
HEMSPN students and employees are prohibited from possessing, consuming, selling, distributing, or being under the influence of
alcohol while conducting or being involved in any scheduled HEMSPN related activity.
Controlled Substances
HEMSPN students and employees are prohibited from possessing, using, being under the influence of, having a detectable level of (as
evidenced by a positive drug test), selling, purchasing, distributing, manufacturing, or dispensing a controlled substance, except in
accordance with a healthcare provider prescription and in accordance with pertinent federal and state laws and regulations, while
conducting or being involved in any scheduled HEMSPN related activity.
Notification of Convictions
Any current, potential, or eligible-for-readmission student, as well as a part-time or full-time employee who is arrested for or convicted
of a criminal drug violation must notify the HEMSPN in writing within 5 calendar days of the arrest/conviction. The HEMSPN will
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take appropriate action within 30 days of an arrest. The individual who is convicted of a criminal drug violation shall be dismissed
immediately from the Hannah E. Mullins School of Practical Nursing. Federal and state contracting agencies will be notified when
appropriate.
Searches
As posted in all HEMSPN facilities, entering HEMSPN and Salem City School District's property constitutes consent to searches and
inspections. Unannounced searches of lockers, vehicles, and equipment by police and drug-sniffing dogs may be conducted without
prior consent or knowledge of the owner. These searches can be conducted in the presence or absence of the owner. The HEMSPN
reserves the right to inspect any staff's or student's vehicle and containers including, but not limited to, bags, boxes, purses, briefcases,
lunch containers, book bags, etc. that are brought onto HEMSPN/Salem City School District property or the property of any associated
healthcare agency. This inspection shall occur any time that the HEMSPN faculty or director has a reasonable suspicion that the drugfree policy has been violated and that such an inspection is reasonably necessary for the investigation of possible violations.
Drug Testing
To ensure accuracy and fairness of drug testing individuals who are associated with the HEMSPN program, all testing will be
scheduled by HEMSPN and performed by an authorized agency.
(1) Each HEMSPN student, as a condition of admission, will be required to participate in periodic, random, and/or scheduled
testing upon selection or request of the HEMSPN Director/faculty member.
(2) All drug-testing information will be maintained in the student file. It may be shared with the clinical agencies. The
substances for which testing will be done are Amphetamine, Methamphetamine, Barbiturate, Benzodiazepine, Cannabinoid,
Cocaine and Opiates which include: Phencyclidine, Oxycodone, Methadone.
(3) Any HEMSPN student or employee who tests positive will be dismissed immediately from the HEMSPN program.
(4) A HEMSPN student or employee will be subject to the same consequences of a positive test if he/she:
a. Refuses the screening or the test;
b. Adulterates or dilutes the specimen;
c. Substitutes the specimen with that from another person or sends an imposter;
d. Will not sign the required forms;
e. Refuses to cooperate in the testing process in such a way that it prevents completion of the test; or
f. Refuses to searches as defined above.
Consequences
One of the goals of the HEMSPN Drug Free Policy is to encourage students, faculty, and staff to voluntarily seek professional help with
alcohol and/or drug problems. However, if an individual violates the HEMSPN Drug Free Policy, the consequences are serious. If an
applicant for the position of student or employee violates the drug-free policy, any offer of admission, readmission, or employment shall
be withdrawn. If a current student or employee violates the policy, he or she shall be dismissed immediately from HEMSPN.
If a failed drug test occurs prior to enrollment, the student will be billed for the cost of testing. Any perspective or current
student, who previously failed their drug test, may reapply for future enrollment but must pass the mandatory drug test administered at
HEMSPN. Potential or current employees who violate the drug-free policy will not be eligible for employment.
Assistance
HEMSPN recognizes that alcohol, drug abuse, and drug addiction are treatable illnesses. HEMSPN also realizes that early intervention
and support improve the success of rehabilitation. In support of its students and employees, the HEMSPN Drug Free Policy:
(1) Encourages students and employees to seek help if they are concerned that they or their family members may have a drug
and/or alcohol problem.
(2) Encourages students and employees to utilize the services of qualified community professionals to assess the seriousness of
suspected drug or alcohol problems and identify appropriate sources of help.
Treatment for alcoholism and/or other drug abuse disorders may be covered by the employee benefit plan although there is no plan for
covering costs incurred by the student. However, the ultimate financial responsibility for recommended treatment belongs to the
student/employee.
Confidentiality
All information received by the HEMSPN through this or any healthcare agency's drug-free policy/program is confidential. Access to
this information is limited to those who have a legitimate need to know in compliance with relevant laws and management policies.
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Shared Responsibility
A safe and productive drug-free environment is achieved through cooperation and shared responsibility. Because it is recognized that
they have important roles to play, faculty, staff, and students are encouraged to:
(a) be concerned about working and learning in a safe, drug free environment; and
(b) report dangerous behavior to a faculty member or the HEMSPN Director.
It is the Director, faculty, and staff's responsibility to:
(a) inform the student/employee of the drug free policy;
(b) observe student/employee performance;
(c) document negative changes and problems in performance; and
(d) clearly state consequences of policy violations.
Communication
Communicating the HEMSPN Drug-Free Policy to both the student and employee is critical. To ensure everyone is aware of his or her
role in supporting the drug free policy:



All HEMSPN perspective applicants, students and employees will receive a written copy of the policy, and
The policy will be reviewed during orientation with new students and employees.

Adapted from: Salem City Schools Drug Prevention (2017)
Salem Regional Medical Center’s drug free workplace policy (2018)
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Appendix: B
Drug Free Schools Communities Act Amendment 1989
Notice
In accordance with the Drug Free Schools and the Communities Act Amendment, 1989, this notice is provided to each student of
HEMSPN. It will serve as a reminder of the health risks associated with drug/alcohol abuse. These health risks will be addressed in
Nursing Care of the Adult 1, Nursing Care of the Adult 2, and Maternal/Child Classes. This notice will also make the student aware of
school policies related to the illegal possession, use, and distribution of drugs and/or alcohol as well as the availability of treatment for
drug or alcohol problems through the various agencies listed. The student should be aware those internal sanctions and federal, state,
and local penalties may result from the illegal possession, use, or distribution of alcohol and/or drugs.
Student Alcohol and/or Drug Abuse Policy
Students are prohibited from possessing, consuming, distributing, or being under the influence of illicit drugs, alcohol, or other
intoxicating substances when reporting to school/clinical facilities or during school/clinical rotation hours or after school/clinical rotation
hours on school/clinical facilities property.
See Appendix for HEMSPN Drug Free Policy


DETAILS





Possession – If the student is found to be in possession of a substance that is suspected of being an illicit drug, alcohol or
other intoxicating substance, the student will be suspended and local law enforcement will be notified.
Consumption – If the student is found to be consuming a substance that is suspected of being an illicit drug, alcohol or
other intoxicating substance, the substance will be confiscated. The student will be suspended and will be ordered to be
taken to Salem Regional Medical Center (SRMC) lab for a breathalyzer, urine and/or blood test.
Distribution – If the student is found to be distributing a substance that is suspected of being an illicit drug, alcohol or other
intoxicating substance, the student will be suspended and local law enforcement will be notified.
Under the influence – If the student is suspected of being under the influence of an illicit drug, alcohol or other intoxicating
substance, the student will be suspended and will be ordered to be taken to for a breathalyzer, urine and/or blood test.

If a breathalyzer, urine and/or blood tests are positive, the student will be referred for counseling and will be dismissed from the program.
The student needing drug and alcohol counseling, treatment or rehabilitation may be referred to any of the following: Family Recovery
Center, Lisbon; Columbiana County Mental Health Clinic, Lisbon; Alcoholic Clinic of Youngstown; Narcotics Anonymous, Alcoholics
Anonymous, or Al-Anon/Alateen.
Any student found guilty of unlawful possession, use, or distribution of illicit drugs and/or alcohol will be subject to the applicable legal
sanctions under local, state, and federal law, and will be dismissed from the nursing program.
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Appendix: C
HEMSPN Crime Awareness Report
The following information is provided and updated as directed by Title IX and The Jeanne Clery Act.
CAMPUS SECURITY POLICY
Current campus policies are in effect in order to provide a safe and secure campus for all students and staff members. There are specific
procedures for students to use in order to report criminal actions and other emergencies occurring on campus as well as policies
concerning the institution's response to each. Students witnessing or having knowledge of criminal actions or emergencies must report
such to proper authorities according to the HEMSPN’s Jeanne Clery Act Annual Safety & Security Report which is located on the
school’s website and in the HEMSPN office by request.
Appropriate action will be taken based upon the information given. When deemed appropriate, local law enforcement authorities also
will be notified.
The institution strictly forbids the possession, use, or sale of any alcoholic beverages and/or illegal drugs on all campus grounds.
Students and staff members should report any knowledge of such activities to the appropriate school personnel. Any infraction is cause
for immediately suspension and possible dismissal. When appropriate, such infractions will also be reported to the local authorities.
Specific details of this institution's drug policy are outlined in the campus drug free policy statement found in the student handbook.
The following is a list of all criminal incidents reported within Kent State University City Center building. (ope.ed.gov/security/)

Murder
Forcible and non-forcible sex offenses
Robbery
Aggravated Assault
Burglary
Motor Vehicle Theft
Manslaughter
Arson
Arrests or persons referred for campus disciplinary action for liquor
law violations, drug-related violations, and weapons possession.

For more statistics see Jeanne Clery Act Annual Safety and Security Report

2015
0
0
0
0
0
0

2016
0
0
0
0
0
0

2017
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0

0

0
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Appendix D- List of Potentially Disqualifying Offenses.

I.

LIST OF POTENTIALLY DISQUALIFYING OFFENSES

Applicants for a license or certificate that have pled guilty to, been convicted of, or been found judicially guilty of any the
following crimes may be disqualified from being licensed as a registered nurse, licensed practical nurse, advanced practice
registered nurse, dialysis technician intern, dialysis technician, certified community health worker, or medication aide. The following
crimes are considered by the Board of Nursing (Board) to be directly related to the duties/responsibilities of the licensed
occupations:
II. 1. Any Offense of Violence as defined in 2901.01(A)(9), ORC. A list of the crimes currently included in this
definition follows. Please review this definition as the Ohio General Assembly may change it from time to time:

(a) 2903.01 Aggravated Murder, 2903.02 Murder, 2903.03 Voluntary Manslaughter, 2903.04 Involuntary Manslaughter,
2903.11 Felonious Assault, 2903.12 Aggravated Assault, 2903.13 Assault, 2903.15 Permitting Child Abuse, 2903.21
Aggravated Menacing, 2903.211 Menacing by Stalking, 2903.22 Menacing, 2905.01 Kidnapping, 2905.02 Abduction,
2905.11 Extortion, 2905.32 Trafficking in Persons, 2907.02 Rape, 2907.03 Sexual Battery, 2907.05 Gross Sexual
Imposition, 2909.02 Aggravated Arson, 2909.03 Arson, 2909.24 Terrorism, 2911.01 Aggravated Robbery, 2911.02
Robbery, 2911.11 Aggravated Burglary, 2917.01 Inciting to Violence, 2917.02 Aggravated Riot, 2917.03 Riot, 2917.31
Inducing Panic, 2919.25 Domestic Violence, 2921.03 Intimidation, 2921.04 Intimidation of attorney, victim, or witness
in criminal case or delinquent child action proceeding, 2921.34 Escape, 2923.161 Improperly discharging firearm at or
into a habitation, in a school safety zone or with intent to cause harm or panic to persons in a school building or at a
school function, 2903.34(A)(1) Patient Abuse, 2911.12(A)(1), (2), or (3) Burglary, 2919.22(B)(1), (2), (3), or (4)
Endangering Children, and Felonious sexual penetration in violation of former section 2907.12 of the Revised Code.

(b) A violation of an existing or former municipal ordinance or law of this or any other state or the United States, substantially
equivalent to any section, division, or offense listed above in 1.(a).

(c) An offense, other than a traffic offense, under an existing or former municipal ordinance or law of this or any other state
(d)

or the United States, committed purposely or knowingly, and involving physical harm to persons or a risk of serious physical
harm to persons.
A conspiracy or attempt to commit, or complicity in committing, any offense listed above in 1. (a) – (c).

III. 2. Any Sexually Oriented Offense as defined in 2950.01(A), ORC. A list of the crimes currently included in this
definition follows. Please review this definition as the Ohio General Assembly may change it from time to time:
(a) 2907.02, Rape, 2907.03, Sexual battery, 2907.05, Gross sexual imposition, 2907.06, Sexual imposition, 2907.07,
Importuning, 2907.08, Voyeurism, 2907.21, Compelling prostitution, 2907.22, Promoting prostitution, 2907.32,
Pandering obscenity, 2907.321, Pandering obscenity involving a minor or impaired person, 2907.322, Pandering sexually

(b)

(c)

(d)

oriented matter involving a minor or impaired person, or 2907.323, Illegal use of minor or impaired person in nudityoriented material or performance of the Revised Code.
A violation of section 2907.04, Unlawful sexual conduct with minor, of the Revised Code when the offender is less than
four years older than the other person with whom the offender engaged in sexual conduct, the other person did
not consent to the sexual conduct, and the offender previously has not been convicted of or pleaded guilty to a
violation of section 2907.02, 2907.03, or 2907.04, Unlawful Conduct with minor, or a violation of former Section
2907.12 of the Revised Code.
A violation of section 2907.04, Unlawful Conduct with minor, of the Revised Code when the offender is at least four
years older than the other person with whom the offender engaged in sexual conduct or when the offender is less
than four years older than the other person with whom the offender engaged in sexual conduct and the offender previously
has been convicted of or pleaded guilty to a violation of section 2907.02, 2907.03, or 2907.04, or a violation of former
Section 2907.12 of the Revised Code.
A violation of section 2903.01, Aggravated murder, 2903.02, Murder, 2903.11, Felonious assault, of the Revised Code when
the violation was committed with a sexual motivation.
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(e) A violation of division (A) of section 2903.04, Involuntary manslaughter, of the Revised Code when the offender
committed or attempted to commit the felony that is the basis of the violation with a sexual motivation.

(f) A violation of division (A)(3) of section 2903.211, Menacing by stalking, of the Revised Code.
(g) A violation of division (A)(1), (2), (3), or (5) of section 2905.01, Kidnapping, of the Revised Code when the offense
(h)
(i)
(j)
(k)

(l)

is committed with a sexual motivation.
A violation of division (A)(4) of section of section 2905.01, Kidnapping, of the Revised Code.
A violation of division (B) of section 2905.01, Kidnapping, of the Revised Code when the victim of the offense is under
eighteen years of age and the offender is not a parent of the victim of the offense.
A violation of division (B) of section 2903.03, Voluntary manslaughter, of division (B) of section 2905.02. Abduction, of
division (B) of section 2905.03, Unlawful restraint, of division (B) of section 2905.05, Criminal child enticement,
or of division (B)(5) of section 2919.22, Endangering children, of the Revised Code.
A violation of section 2905.32, Trafficking in persons, of the Revised Code when either of the following applies: (a) The
violation is a violation of division (A)(1) of that section and the offender knowingly recruited, lured, enticed, isolated,
harbored, transported, provided, obtained, or maintained, or knowingly attempted to recruit, lure, entice, isolate, harbor,
transport, provide, obtain, or maintain, another person knowing that the person would be compelled to engage in sexual
activity for hire, engage in a performance that was obscene, sexually oriented, or nudity oriented, or be a model or
participant in the production of material that was obscene, sexually oriented, or nudity oriented; (b) The violation is a
violation of division (A)(2) of that section and the offender knowingly recruited, lured, enticed, isolated, harbored,
transported, provided, obtained, or maintained, or knowingly attempted to recruit, lure, entice, isolate, harbor, transport,
provide, obtain, or maintain a person who is less than eighteen years of age or is a person with a developmental disability
whom the offender knows or has reasonable cause to believe is a person with a developmental disability for any
purpose listed in divisions (A)(2)(a) to (c) of that section.
A violation of division (B)(4) of section 2907.09 Public indecency, of the Revised Code if the sentencing court classifies
the offender as a tier I sex offender/child-victim offender relative to that offense pursuant to division (D) of that section

(m) A violation of any former law of this state, any existing or former municipal ordinance or law of another state or the
United States, any existing or former law applicable in a military court or in an Indian tribal court, or any existing
or former law of any nation other than the United States that is or was substantially equivalent to any offense listed in
above in 2. (a) – (l).
(n) Any attempt to commit, conspiracy to commit, or complicity in committing any offense listed above in 2. (a) – (m).
3. Registered Sex Offender Status
An applicant who is required to register as a sex offender as defined in Section 2950.01, ORC, under the law of Ohio, or under
the substantially equivalent law of another jurisdiction or the federal government, may be denied a license.
IV. 4. Any Drug Abuse Offense as defined in Section 2925.01(G), ORC. A list of the crimes currently included
in this definition follows. Please review this definition as the Ohio General Assembly may change it from time to
time:

(a) 2913.02(A) Theft of Drugs, 2925.02 Corrupting Another with Drugs, 2925.03 Trafficking, Aggravated Trafficking in

(b)
(c)

(d)

Drugs, 2925.04 Illegal Manufacture of Drugs – Illegal Cultivation of Marihuana-Methamphetamine Offenses, 2925.041
Illegal Assembly or Possession of Chemicals for Manufacture of Drugs, 2925.05 Funding, Aggravated Funding of
Drug or Marihuana Trafficking, 2925.06 Illegal Administration or Distribution of Anabolic Steroids, 2925.11 Possession
of Controlled Substances, 2925.12 Possession of Drug Abuse Instruments, 2925.13 Permitting Drug Abuse, 2925.22
Deception to Obtain a Dangerous Drug, 2925.23 Illegal Processing of Drug Documents, 2925.24 Tampering with Drugs,
2925.31 Abusing Harmful Intoxicants, 2925.32 Trafficking in Harmful Intoxicants – Improperly Dispensing or
Distributing Nitrous Oxide, 2925.36 Illegal Dispensing of Drug Samples, 2925.37 Counterfeit Controlled Substance
Offenses, of the Revised Code.
A violation of an existing or former law of this or any other state or the United States that is substantially equivalent to any
section listed above in 4. (a).
An offense under an existing or former law of this or any other state, or of the United States, of which planting,
cultivating, harvesting, processing, making, manufacturing, producing, shipping, transporting, delivering, acquiring,
possessing, storing, distributing, dispensing, selling, inducing another to use, administering to another, using, or otherwise
dealing with a controlled substance is an element.
A conspiracy to commit, attempt to commit, or complicity in committing or attempting to commit any offense listed above
in 4. (a) – (c).
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V. 5. Any Theft Offense as defined in Section 2913.01(K), ORC. A list of the crimes currently included in this
definition follows. Please review this definition as the Ohio General Assembly may change it from time to time:
(a) 2911.01 Aggravated Robbery, 2911.02 Robbery, 2911.11 Aggravated Burglary, 2911.12 Burglary, 2911.13 Breaking and
Entering, 2911.31 Safecracking, 2911.32 Tampering with Coin Machines, 2913.02 Theft, 2913.03 Unauthorized Use of a
Vehicle, 2913.04 Unauthorized Use of Property – computer, cable, or telecommunication property, 2913.041 Possession or
Sale of Unauthorized Cable Television Device, 2913.05 Telecommunications Fraud, 2913.06 Unlawful Use of
Telecommunications Device, 2913.11 Passing Bad Checks, 2913.21 Misuse of Credit Cards, 2913.31 Forgery -Forging
Identification Cards or Selling or
Distributing Forged Identification Cards, 2913.32 Criminal Simulation, 2913.33 Making or Using Slugs – misdemeanor
only, 2913.34 Trademark Counterfeiting, 2913.40 Medicaid Fraud, 2913.42 Tampering with Records, 2913.43 Securing
Writings by Deception, 2913.44 Personating an Officer, 2913.45 Defrauding Creditors, 2913.47 Insurance Fraud, former
Section 2913.47, 2913.48 Workers’ Compensation Fraud, former Section 2913.48, 2913.51 Receiving Stolen Property, 2915.05
Cheating- Corrupting Sports, 2921.41 Theft in Office.

(b) A violation of an existing or former municipal ordinance or law of this or any other state, or of the United States,
substantially equivalent to any offense listed above in 5. (a).

(c) An offense under an existing or former municipal ordinance or law of this or any other state, or of the United States,
involving robbery, burglary, breaking and entering, theft, embezzlement, wrongful conversion, forgery, counterfeiting,
deceit, or fraud.

(d) A conspiracy or attempt to commit, or complicity in committing, any offense listed above in 5. (a) through (c).
(e) Section 2913.30, ORC, Counterfeiting.
(f) Section 2913.49, ORC, Identity Fraud.
(g) Section 2923.32, ORC, Engaging in Corrupt Activity.
(h) A violation of an existing or former municipal ordinance or law of this or any other state, or of the United States,
substantially equivalent to the crimes, and/or a conspiracy or attempt to commit, or complicity in committing, any offense listed
above in 5. (e) through (g).
VI.

6. Other Criminal Offenses

(a) Section 2909.22, ORC, Soliciting or providing support for an act of terrorism;
(b) Section 2909.23, ORC, Making terroristic threat;
(c) Section 2909.26, ORC, Criminal possession of chemical, biological, radiological or nuclear weapon or explosive
device;
(d) Section 2909.27, ORC, Criminal use of chemical, biological, radiological or nuclear weapon or explosive device;
(e) Section 2909.28, ORC, Illegal assembly or possession of chemicals or substances for manufacture of prohibited
weapons;
(f) Section 2909.29, ORC, Money laundering in support of terrorism.
(g) Section 2917.33, ORC, Unlawful possession or use of a hoax weapon of mass destruction;
(h) Section 2917.47, ORC, Improperly handling infectious agents;
(i) Section 2919.12, ORC, Unlawful abortion;
(j) Section 2919.121, ORC, Unlawful abortion upon a minor;
(k) Section 2919.123, ORC, Unlawful distribution of an abortion-inducing drug;
(l) Section 2919.13, ORC, Abortion manslaughter;
(m) Section 2913.14, ORC, Abortion trafficking;
(n) Section 2913.15, ORC, Dismemberment feticide;
(o) Section 2919.151, ORC, Partial birth feticide;
(p) Section 2919.17, ORC, Terminating or attempting to terminate a human pregnancy after viability;
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(q) Sections 2919.193 through 2919.195, Performing or inducing an abortion before determining whether there is a
detectable fetal heartbeat; or without informed consent when there is a detectable heartbeat; or after detection of a detectable
heartbeat;
(r) Section 2919.201, ORC, Abortion after gestational age of 20 weeks;
(s) Section 2921.12, ORC, Tampering with evidence;
(t) Section 2921.13, ORC, Falsification;
(u) Section 2921.22, ORC, Failure to report a crime or knowledge of death or burn injury;
(v) Section 2921.36, ORC, Illegal conveyance of weapons, drugs or other prohibited items on to the grounds of a detention
facility or institution;
(w) Section 2921.41, ORC, Theft in office;
(x) Section 2923.16, Improperly handling firearms in a motor vehicle;
(y) Section 2923.161, Improperly discharging a firearm at or into a habitation, in a school safety zone, or with the intent to
cause harm or panic to persons in a school building or at a school function;
(z) Section 2923.17, ORC, Unlawful possession of dangerous ordnance; illegally manufacturing or possessing
explosives;
(aa)
Section 2923.20, ORC, Unlawful transaction in weapons;
(bb)
Section 2923.21, ORC, Improperly furnishing firearms to a minor; (cc)
Section 2923.24,
ORC, Possessing criminal tools;
(dd)
Section 2923.32, ORC, Engaging in a pattern of corrupt activity; (ee)
Section 2923.42,
ORC, Participating in a criminal gang;
(ff)
Section 2927.01, ORC, Abuse of a corpse; Gross abuse of a corpse; (gg)
Section 2927.11,
ORC, Desecration;
(hh)
Section 2927.12, ORC, Ethnic intimidation;
(ii)
Section 2927.13, ORC, Selling or donating contaminated blood; (jj)
Section 2927.15,
ORC, Unlawful collection of a bodily substance; (kk)
Section 2927.17, ORC, Advertising of massage
services;
(ll) Section 2927.24, ORC, Contaminating substance for human consumption or use or contamination with hazardous
chemical, biological, or radioactive substance – spreading false report of contamination;
(mm)
Any criminal offense that is based on (a) engaging in a profession that requires a license, without holding a current,
valid license, or (b) that is another criminal offense, set forth in Ohio Revised Code Sections: 4715.99, 4723.99,
4725.99,4729.99, 4730.99, 4731.99,
4732.99, 4734.99, 4759.99, 4760.99, 4761.99, 4762.99, 4765.99, 4774.99, 4778.99, or 5747.99.
(nn)
A violation of an existing or former municipal ordinance or law of this or any other state, or of the United States,
substantially equivalent to the crimes, and/or a conspiracy or attempt to commit, or complicity in committing, any offense
listed above in 6. (a) through (mm).
VII.

Review of Applicant’s Offense History by the Board of Nursing

The above listed crimes are not automatically disqualifying. The Board reviews the facts of each case on an individual basis.
The offense may or may not result in a proposed action to deny licensure. The factors considered may include, but are not
limited to the following:








The nature and seriousness of the offense;
Passage of time since the crime was committed and whether all terms ordered by the court were successfully
completed;
Whether any other offenses were committed since the crime;
Relationship of the crime to the ability, capacity, and fitness required to perform the duties and responsibilities
of the occupation;
Any evidence of mitigating rehabilitation or treatment successfully completed, including whether a certificate
of qualification for employment under Section 2953.25, ORC, or of achievement or employability under Section
2961.22, ORC, has been obtained;
Whether denial of the license is reasonably necessary to ensure public safety.

The Board does not have the authority to conduct an investigation of an individual who has not applied for a license or certificate.
If an applicant has a criminal history, the Board conducts a thorough investigation and considers the above factors and others,
including the facts and circumstances underlying the offense; and the total number and pattern of offenses.
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VIII. Determination by Board Whether a Crime is on the List of Potentially Disqualifying Offenses
You may request a letter from the Board of Nursing stating whether a crime is on this list of potentially disqualifying
offenses by emailing: disqualifying-offense- requests@nursing.ohio.gov. A credit card payment of $25.00 is required.
IX.

Other Consequences of Criminal History - Not Regulated by Board of Nursing

Although the Board may grant a license or certificate to an applicant who has a criminal offense history, an individual may be
restricted from working in certain settings based on his or her criminal history due to federal and state laws, which require
criminal records checks prior to employment in certain settings, and which may impose absolute or discretionary bars to
employment in certain patient care settings, for example, in facilities or settings involving care provided to older adults or children.
See, e.g., Ohio Administrative Code 173-9-07; 3701-60-07; 5123:2-2-02; 5160-45-07.
X.

Enrollment in Education Programs

The Board cannot answer questions regarding one’s eligibility to attend nursing, dialysis, medication aide, or community
health worker schools, or participate in clinical instruction. Nursing and other programs vary in regard to enrollment criteria,
so it is recommended that you contact the nursing or other program to determine whether you are eligible to enroll. Hospitals and
other medical facilities may not authorize individuals to participate in the clinical instruction necessary to complete a program based
on criminal history.
XI.
Note that it is fraudulent for a third party, such as a nursing program faculty or admissions director, to submit a
license application attesting to be the license applicant.
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Appendix: E
National Association of Licensed Practical Nurses (NALPN)
Nursing Practice Standards for the Licensed Practical/Vocational Nurse
“Nursing Practice Standards” is one of the ways that NALPN meets the objective of its bylaws to address principles and ethics and
also to meet another Article II objective, “To interpret the standards of practical (vocational) nursing.”
In recent years, LPNs and LVNs have practiced in a changing environment. As LPNs and LVNs practice in expanding roles in the
health care system, “Nursing Practice Standards” is essential reading for LPNs, LVNs, PN and VN students and their educators,
and all who practice with LPNs and LVNs.
NURSING PRACTICE STANDARDS for the LICENSED PRACTICAL/ VOCATIONAL NURSE
PREFACE
The Standards were developed and adopted by NALPN to provide a basic model whereby the quality of health service and nursing
service and nursing care given by LP/VNs may be measured and evaluated.
These nursing practice standards are applicable in any practice setting. The degree to which individual standards are applied will
vary according to the individual needs of the patient, the type of health care agency or services and the community resources.
The scope of licensed practical nursing has extended into specialized nursing services. Therefore, specialized fields of nursing are
included in this document.
THE CODE FOR LICENSE PRACTICAL/VOCATIONAL NURSES
The Code, adopted by NFLPN (now NALPN) in 1961 and revised in 1979, provides a motivation for establishing, maintaining, and
elevating professional standards. Each LP/VN, upon entering the profession, inherits the responsibility to adhere to the standards of
ethical practice and conduct as set forth in this Code.

1. Know the scope of maximum utilization of the LP/VN as specified by the nursing practice act and function within this scope.
2. Safeguard the confidential information acquired from any source about the patient.
3. Provide health care to all patients regardless of race, creed, cultural back- ground, disease, or lifestyle.
4. Uphold the highest standards in personal appearance, language, dress, and demeanor.
5. Stay informed about issues affecting the practice of nursing and delivery of health care and, where appropriate, participate in
government and policy decisions.
6. Accept the responsibility for safe nursing by keeping oneself mentally and physically fit and educationally prepared to practice.
7. Accept responsibility for membership in NALPN and participate in its efforts to maintain the established standards of nursing
practice and employment policies which lead to quality patient care.
INTRODUCTORY STATEMENT
Definition
Practical/Vocational nursing means the performance for compensation of authorized acts of nursing which utilize specialized
knowledge and skills and which meet the health needs of people in a variety of settings under the direction of qualified health
professionals.
Scope
Licensed Practical/Vocational nurses represent the established entry into the nursing profession and include specialized fields of
nursing practice.
Opportunities exist for practicing in a milieu where different professions unite their particular skills in a team effort: to preserve or
improve an individual patient’s functioning and to protect health and safety of patients.
Opportunities also exist for career advancement within the profession through academic education and for lateral expansion of
knowledge and expertise through both academic/continuing education and certification.
STANDARDS
Education
The Licensed Practical/Vocational Nurse
1. Shall complete a formal education pro- gram in practical nursing approved by the appropriate nursing authority in a state.
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2. Shall successfully pass the National Council Licensure Examination for Practical Nurses.
3. Shall participate in initial orientation within the employing institution.
Legal/Ethical Status
The Licensed Practical/Vocational Nurse
1. Shall hold a current license to practice nursing as an LP/VN in accordance with the law of the state wherein employed.
2. Shall know the scope of nursing practice authorized by the Nursing Practice Act in the state wherein employed.
3. Shall have a person commitment to fulfill the legal responsibilities inherent in good nursing practice.
4. Shall take responsible actions in situations wherein there is unprofessional conduct by a peer or other health care provider.
5. Shall recognize and have a commitment to meet the ethical and moral obligations of the practice of nursing.
6. Shall not accept or perform professional responsibilities which the individual knows (s)he in not competent to perform.
Practice
The Licensed Practical/Vocational Nurse
1. Shall accept assigned responsibilities as an accountable member of the health care team.
2. Shall function within the limits of educational preparation and experience as related to the assigned duties.
3. Shall function with other members of the health care team in promoting and maintaining health, preventing disease and disability,
caring for and rehabilitating individuals who are experiencing an altered health state, and contributing to the ultimate quality of life
until death.
4. Shall know and utilize the nursing process in planning, implementing, and evaluating health services and nursing care for the
individual patient or group.
a. Planning: The planning of nursing includes:
1)assessment/data collection of health status of the individual patient, the family and community groups
2)reporting information gained from assessment/data collection
3)the identification of health goals.
b. Implementation: The plan for nursing care is put into practice to achieve the stated goals and includes:
1)observing, recording, and reporting significant changes which require intervention or different goals
2)applying nursing knowledge and skills to promote and maintain health, to prevent disease and disability and to
optimize functional capabilities of an individual patient
3)assisting the patient and family with activities of daily living and encouraging self-care as appropriate.
4)carrying out therapeutic regimens and protocols prescribed by personnel pursuant to authorized state law.
c. Evaluations: The plan for nursing care and its implementations are evaluated to measure the progress toward the stated
goals and will include appropriate person and/or groups to determine:
1)the relevancy of current goals in relation to the progress of the individual patient
2)the involvement of the recipients of care in the evaluation process
3)the quality of the nursing action in the implementation of the plan
4)a re-ordering of priorities or new goal setting in the care plan.
5. Shall participate in peer review and other evaluation processes.
6. Shall participate in the development of policies concerning the health and nursing needs of society and in the roles
and functions of the LP/VN.
Continuing Education
The Licensed Practical/Vocational Nurse
1. Shall be responsible for maintaining the highest possible level of professional competence at all times.
2. Shall periodically reassess career goals and select continuing education activities which will help to achieve these goals.
3. Shall take advantage of continuing education and certification opportunities which will lead to personal growth and professional
development.
4. Shall seek and participate in continuing education activities which are approved for credit by appropriate organizations, such as the
NALPN.
Specialized Nursing Practice
The Licensed Practical/Vocational Nurse
1. Shall have had at least one year’s experience in nursing at the staff level.
2. Shall present personal qualifications that are indicative of potential abilities for practice in the chosen specialized nursing area.
3. Shall present evidence of completion of a program or course that is approved by an appropriate agency to provide the knowledge
and skills necessary for effective nursing services in the specialized field.
4. Shall meet all of the standards of practice as set forth in this document.
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GLOSSARY
Authorized (acts of Nursing)
Those nursing activities made legal through State Nurse Practice Acts.
Lateral Expansion of Knowledge
An extension of the basic core of information learned in the school of practical nursing.
Peer Review
A formal evaluation of performance on the job by other LP/VNs.
person is particularly skilled and has specific knowledge.
Therapeutic Regimens
Regulated plans designed to bring about effective treatment of disease.
Career Advancement
A change of career goal.
LP/VN
A combined abbreviation for Licensed Practical Nurse and Licensed Vocational Nurse. The LVN is title used in California and Texas
for the nurses who are called LPNs in other states.
Milieu
One’s environment and surroundings.
Protocols
Courses of treatment which include specific steps to be performed in a stated order.

National Association of Licensed Practical Nurses'. (2015). Nursing Practice Standards for the Licensed Practical/Vocational Nurse.
Retrieved from National Association of Licensed Practical Nurses: http://nalpn.org/wp-content/uploads/2016/02/NALPNPractice-Standards.pdf
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Appendix: F
National Association of Practical Nurse Education Services’ (NAPNES)
Standards of Practice and Educational Competencies of
Graduates of Practical/Vocational Nursing Programs
Reprinted with permission

These standards and competencies are intended to better define the range of capabilities, responsibilities, rights, and relationship to
other health care providers for scope and content of practical/vocational nursing education programs. The guidelines will assist:





Educators in development, implementation, and evaluation of practical, vocational nursing curricula.
Students in understanding expectations of their competencies upon completion of the educational program.
Prospective employers in appropriate utilization of the practical/vocational nurse.
Consumers in understanding the scope of practice and level of responsibility of the practical/vocational nurse.

A. Professional Behaviors
Professional behaviors, within the scope of nursing practice for a practical/vocational nurse, are characterized by adherence to
standards of care, accountability for one’s own actions and behaviors, and use of legal and ethical principles in nursing practice.
Professionalism includes a commitment to nursing and a concern for others demonstrated by an attitude of caring. Professionalism
also involves participation in lifelong self-development activities to enhance and maintain current knowledge and skills for continuing
competency in the practice of nursing for the LP/VN, as well as individual, group, community, and societal endeavors to improve
health care.
Upon completion of the practical/vocational nursing program the graduate will display the following program outcome:
Demonstrate professional behaviors of accountability and professionalism according to the legal and ethical standards for a competent
licensed practical/vocational nurse.
Competencies which demonstrate this outcome has been attained:
1. Comply with the ethical, legal, and regulatory frameworks of nursing and the scope of practice as outlined in the
LP/VN nurse practice act of the specific state in which licensed.
2. Utilize educational opportunities for lifelong learning and maintenance of competence.
3. Identify personal capabilities and consider career mobility options.
4. Identify own LP/VN strengths and limitations for the purpose of improving nursing performance.
5. Demonstrate accountability for nursing care provided by self and/or directed to others.
6. Function as an advocate for the health care consumer, maintaining confidentiality as required.
7. Identify the impact of economic, political, social, cultural, spiritual, and demographic forces on the role of the
licensed practical/vocational nurse in the delivery of health care.
8. Serve as a positive role model within healthcare settings and the community.
9. Participate as a member of a practical/vocational nursing organization.
B. Communication
Communication is defined as the process by which information is exchanged between individuals verbally, non-verbally and/or in
writing or through information technology. Communication abilities are integral and essential to the nursing process. Those who are
included in the nursing process are the licensed practical/vocational nurse and other members of the nursing and healthcare team,
client, and significant support person(s). Effective communication demonstrates caring, compassion, and cultural awareness, and is
directed toward promoting positive outcomes and establishing a trusting relationship.
Upon completion of the practical/vocational nursing program the graduate will display the following program outcome:
Effectively communicate with patients, significant support person(s), and members of the interdisciplinary health care team
incorporating interpersonal and therapeutic communication skills.
Competencies which demonstrate this outcome has been attained:
1. Utilize effective communication skills when interacting with clients, significant others, and members of the
interdisciplinary health care team.
2. Communicate relevant, accurate, and complete information.
3. Report to appropriate health care personnel and document assessments, interventions, and progress or impediments
toward achieving client outcomes.
4. Maintain organizational and client confidentiality.
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5. Utilize information technology to support and communicate the planning and provision of client care.
6. Utilize appropriate channels of communication.
C. Assessment
Assessment is the collection and processing of relevant data for the purposes of appraising the client’s health status.
Assessment provides a holistic view of the client which includes physical, developmental, emotional, psychosocial, cultural,
spiritual, and functional status. Assessment involves the collection of information from multiple sources to provide the
foundation for nursing care. Initial assessment provides the baseline for future comparisons in order to individualize client
care. Ongoing assessment is required to meet the client’s changing needs.
Upon completion of the practical/vocational nursing program the graduate will display the following program outcome:
Collect holistic assessment data from multiple sources, communicate the data to appropriate health care providers, and
evaluate client responses to interventions.
Competencies which demonstrate this outcome has been attained:
1. Assess data related to basic physical, developmental, spiritual, cultural, functional, and psychosocial needs of the
client.
2. Collect data within established protocols and guidelines from various sources including client interviews,
observations/measurements, health care team members, family, significant other(s), and review of health records.
3. Assess data related to the client’s health status, identify impediments to client progress and evaluate response to
interventions.
4. Document data collection, assessment, and communicate findings to appropriate member/s of the healthcare team.
D. Planning
Planning encompasses the collection of health status information, the use of multiple methods to access information, and
the analysis and integration of knowledge and information to formulate nursing care plans and care actions. The nursing
care plan provides direction for individualized care, and assures the delivery of accurate, safe care through a definitive
pathway that promotes the clients and support person’s(s’) progress toward positive outcomes.
Upon completion of the practical/vocational nursing program the graduate will display the following program outcome:
Collaborate with the registered nurse or other members of the health care team to organize and incorporate assessment
data to plan/revise patient care and actions based on established nursing diagnoses, nursing protocols, and assessment and
evaluation data.
Competencies which demonstrate this outcome has been attained:
1. Utilize knowledge of normal values to identify deviation in health status to plan care.
2. Contribute to formulation of a nursing care plan for clients with non-complex conditions and in a stable state, in
consultation with the registered nurse and as appropriate in collaboration with the client or support person(s) as well as
members of the interdisciplinary health care team using established nursing diagnoses and nursing protocols.
3. Prioritize nursing care needs of clients.
4. Assist in the review and revision of nursing care plans with the registered nurse to meet the changing needs of clients.
5. Modify client care as indicated by the evaluation of stated outcomes.
6. Provide information to client about aspects of the care plan within the LP/VN scope of practice
7. Refer client as appropriate to other members of the health care team about care outside the scope of practice of the
LP/VN.
E. Caring Interventions
Caring interventions are those nursing behaviors and actions that assist clients and significant others in meeting their needs
and the identified outcomes of the plan of care. These interventions are based on knowledge of the natural sciences,
behavioral sciences, and past nursing experiences. Caring is the “being with” and “doing for” that assists clients to achieve
the desired outcomes. Caring behaviors are nurturing, protective, compassionate, and person-centered. Caring creates an
environment of hope and trust where client choices related to cultural, religious, and spiritual values, beliefs, and lifestyles
are respected.
Upon completion of the practical/vocational nursing program the graduate will display the following program outcome:
Demonstrate a caring and empathic approach to the safe, therapeutic, and individualized care of each client.
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Competencies which demonstrate this outcome has been attained:
1. Provide and promote the client’s dignity.
2. Identify and honor the emotional, cultural, religious, and spiritual influences on the client’s health.
3. Demonstrate caring behaviors toward the client and significant support person(s).
4. Provide competent, safe, therapeutic, and individualized nursing care in a variety of settings.
5. Provide a safe physical and psychosocial environment for the client and significant other(s).
6. Implement the prescribed care regimen within the legal, ethical, and regulatory framework of practical / vocational
nursing practice.
7. Assist the client and significant support person(s) to cope with and adapt to stressful events and changes in health
status.
8. Assist the client and significant other(s) to achieve optimum comfort and functioning.
9. Instruct client regarding individualized health needs in keeping with the licensed practical/vocational nurse’s
knowledge, competence, and scope of practice.
10. Recognize client’s right to access information and refer requests to appropriate person(s).
11. Act in an advocacy role to protect client rights.
F. Managing
Managing care is the effective use of human, physical, financial, and technological resources to achieve the client identified
outcomes while supporting organizational outcomes. The LP/VN manages care through the processes of planning,
organizing and directing.
Upon completion of the practical/vocational nursing program, the graduate will display the following program outcome:
Implement patient care, at the direction of a registered nurse, licensed physician, or dentist through performance of nursing
interventions or directing aspects of care, as appropriate, to unlicensed assistive personnel (UAP).
Competencies which demonstrate this outcome has been attained:
1. Assist in the coordination and implementation of an individualized plan of care for clients and significant support
person(s)
2. Direct aspects of client care to qualified UAPs commensurate with abilities and level of preparation and consistent
with the state’s legal and regulatory framework for the scope of practice for the LP/VN.
3. Supervise and evaluate the activities of UAPs and other personnel as appropriate within the state’s legal, and
regulatory framework for the scope of practice for the LP/VN as well as facility policy.
4. Maintain accountability for outcomes of care directed to qualified UAPs.
5. Organize nursing activities in a meaningful and cost-effective manner when providing nursing care for individuals
or groups.
6. Assist the client and significant support person(s) to access available resources and services.
7. Demonstrate competence with current technologies.
8. Function within the defined scope of practice for the LP/VN in the health care delivery system at the direction of
a registered nurse, licensed physician, or dentist.
As approved and adopted by NAPNES Board of Directors May 6, 2007.© Copyright 2009 National Association for Practical Nurse
Education and Service, Inc. All rights reserved.
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Appendix: G
Formal Grievance Form

Name of Grievant: ______________________________________________________________

Date of Filing___________

Name of Director/Instructor: ____________________________________________________________________________________
Date(s) of Alleged Violation: ____________________________________________________________________________________

State the specific section(s) of the Catalog/Student Handbook that you feel was violated, misinterpreted, or misapplied.

Describe the incident(s) and state evidence that you feel supports your grievance.

State the action/resolution that you feel would resolve this grievance and give rationale to support it.
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Appendix: H
Student Agreement Regarding HEMSPN Policies, Mandatory Drug Screening, and Criminal History Record Check/Felony
Preclusion


I have read and understand the statements concerning chemical dependency and HEMSPN's policy in regard to chemical
dependency and mandatory drug screen testing.



I understand that the clinical learning facilities require drug testing as preparation for student learning experiences. I understand
that such testing will consist of a breathalyzer, urinalysis, saliva, and/or blood test. If results of the drug screen indicate the
presence of a prescribed drug, I do hereby give my permission for HEMSPN or the authorized agency to contact the prescribing
healthcare provider for verification of the prescription. If testing indicates the presence of non-prescribed and/or illegal drugs,
I understand that I will be disqualified from student clinical experiences, ultimately resulting in my dismissal from Hannah E.
Mullins School of Practical Nursing. I hereby give my consent to HEMSPN or the authorized agency to administer any or the
entire above drug testing procedures to me and to use the results thereof in further determining my eligibility for student clinical
participation. I also consent to HEMSPN or the authorized agency of reasonable cause testing as outlined in the HEMSPN
Drug Free Policy. I further consent to HEMSPN OR THE AUTHORIZED AGENCY 's release of my test results to an
independent laboratory for result confirmation. I give further consent to HEMSPN OR THE AUTHORIZED AGENCY ’s
release of my test results to the HEMSPN Director and to other clinical learning facilities.



I agree to submit to a Bureau of Criminal Investigation and Federal Bureau of Investigation criminal record checks as stated in
the "Hannah E. Mullins School of Practical Nursing Student Handbook". I attest that I have not been previously convicted of,
pled guilty to, or had a judicial finding of guilt for an egregious felony in Ohio or another jurisdiction which would preclude
me from initial licensure or certification.



I have read the "Hannah E. Mullins School of Practical Nursing Catalog/Student Handbook" and agree to the following terms
as conditions of my continuing in and progressing through the Hannah E. Mullins School of Practical Nursing program. I agree
to:
o Abide by the Rules and Regulations of the Practical Nursing Program while enrolled.
o Pay tuition and school fees as scheduled.
o Accept the refund policy as printed.
o Accept financial responsibility for any and all personal medical expenses incurred by me while I am a student.
o Accept the joint decisions made by the HEMSPN Faculty and Program Director regarding dismissal for the
following:
 Failure to comply with policies listed in the handbook including, but not limited to,
 Failure to meet the School's accepted passing grade in theory and/or in clinical/lab performance.
 Unprofessional behavior, unacceptable behavior or unethical conduct.
 Failure to comply with drug and alcohol policies.
 Absenteeism as defined in the Attendance Policy.
 Failure to maintain the confidentiality of patient information obtained in the course of nursing practice.
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Appendix: I
Informed Consent Waiver

The faculty and staff of the Hannah E. Mullins School of Practical Nursing would like to advise and ensure those individuals who are
choosing a career in nursing and are entering the HEMSPN practical nursing program know there is an inherent health risk especially
during their clinical education.
The risks are related to bodily injury and exposure to communicable viruses and diseases that include, but are not limited to:
(a) hepatitis B virus (HBV),
(b) tuberculosis (TB),
(c) human immunodeficiency virus (HIV),
(d) acquired immune deficiency syndrome (AIDS), and
(e) childhood infections (i e., chicken pox, measles),
(f) coronavirus.

The clinical learning experience requires students to implement various levels of nursing care and skills in a variety of healthcare settings
for patients/patients across the lifespan. Although the HEMSPN faculty ensures student have minimal competency prior to actual
implementation, the inherent nature of nursing does expose individuals to bodily injury (cuts, bruises, sprains, backaches) and
communicable diseases. It is also recognized that that level of competency is minimal until some degree of clinical implementation has
been achieved. Therefore, HEMSPN strongly cautions entering students:
1)
2)
3)
4)

the aforementioned risk does exist;
every effort will be made to decrease the exposure to or consequences of such a risk;
such efforts may be hampered by available information, knowledge, and treatment at the time of the potential risk; and
refusal to implement clinical procedures/treatments or refusal to participate in any or all aspects of an assigned clinical
experience may result in the student's dismissal from the program.
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Appendix: J
Consent to be Photographed
I give the Hannah E. Mullins School of Practical Nursing and/or the HEMSPN Alumni Association permission to use/print my
photograph/name/quote in displays, advertisements and electronic media for school related activities and publications.

Appendix: K
Notification of the Family Education Rights and Privacy Act (FERPA)
Students have the right to:
1)
2)
3)
4)

Inspect and review his/her own education records.
Amend their records for clerical errors or request a hearing to amend their records.
File a complaint with the U.S. Department of Education.
Know who has a legitimate educational interest in their education records.

A. Authorized persons include but are not limited to the following:
 Any Title IV agency
 Ohio Board of Nursing
 ACEN
 Salem Board of Education
 The Superintendent of Salem City School
 State education authorities
 Other

http://www.ed.gov/policy/gen/guid/fpco/ferpa/index.html

Appendix: L
Consent to Release Student Educational Records

Consent to Release Records is limited to the named individual or institution listed on the acknowledgment form.

Appendix: M

Hannah E. Mullins School of Practical Nursing
Jeanne Clery Act Annual Safety & Security Report
By signing this appendix, I hereby acknowledge that I was made aware of the school’s Jeanne Clery Act Annual Safety & Security
Report. This report is accessible on the school’s website at www.hemspn.edu and in the school’s office. I agree it is my responsibility
to read and understand this report.
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Appendix: N

Hannah E. Mullins School of Practical Nursing
Federal Financial Aid / Consumer Handbook
By signing this appendix, I hereby acknowledge that I was made aware of the school’s Federal Financial Aid / Consumer Handbook.
This Handbook is accessible on the school’s website at www.hemspn.edu and in the school’s office. I agree it is my responsibility to
read and understand this report.

Appendix: O

Hannah E. Mullins School of Practical Nursing
Enrollment Agreement
By signing this Enrollment Agreement, I hereby agree to abide by the policies and procedures set forth by the school. This is
agreement will be signed during the first week of classes.
NOTICE TO STUDENT:
1. Do not sign this agreement before you have read the policies of the school as set forth in the HEMSPN Catalog/Student
Handbook.
2. This agreement is a legally binding instrument. The agreement is binding only when it is accepted, signed, and dated by the
authorized official of the school.
3. You are entitled to an exact copy of this agreement and any disclosure pages you sign.
4. The school reserves the right to terminate a students’ training for unsatisfactory progress, nonpayment of tuition or failure to
abide established standards of conduct.
Appendix: P

The Hannah E. Mullins School of Practical Nursing:
Theory and Clinical Syllabi / Toolkit
I understand it is my responsibility to have and understand all theory and clinical syllabi and student learning outcomes before the start
of each course and clinical rotation.
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Appendix: Q

Hannah E. Mullins School of Practical Nursing
STUDENT CONSUMER INFORMATION DISCLOSURE
The Higher Education Act of 1965 (HEA), as amended by the Higher Education Opportunity Act of 2008 (HEOA), includes many
disclosure and reporting requirements for institutions participating in Title IV programs. A disclosure requirement is information that
HEMSPN is required to distribute or make available to students (and sometimes employees). A reporting requirement is information
submitted to the U.S. Department of Education or other agencies. Disclosure and reporting requirements sometimes overlap.
The following is a list of the key disclosure and/or reporting requirements, along with a description of how and when this information
is distributed and where it can found. Most of this information can be found in the current HEMSPN Catalog Student Handbook.
Information

Description

Where This Information Can Be Located

Academic
Program

Educational Programs, Instructional Facilities
and Faculty

 Catalog Student Handbook

Annual Security
Report (ASR)

Mandated by the Clery (Campus Security) Act
(as recently amended):34 CFR 668.46; DCL
GEN-14-13, the ASR details the following
items
• Crime Statistics
• Rape and Sexual Assault Prevention
• Timely Warning and Emergency
• Daily Crime Log
• Emergency Response/Evacuation
• Missing Student Policy.

 www.hemspn.edu
 Located in office upon request

Constitution and
Citizenship Day

Each educational institution that receives
Federal funds for a fiscal year is required to
hold an educational program about the U.S.
Constitution for its students.

 Each year an informational presentation is displayed
outside the main office

Contact
Information for
Assistance in
Obtaining
Institutional or
Financial Aid
Information

Each school must make available to
prospective and enrolled students, information
regarding how and where to contact individuals
designated to assist enrolled or prospective
students in obtaining institutional or financial
aid information

 Catalog Student Handbook
 www.hemspn.edu/financial-aid/

Disbursement for
Books and
Supplies

Disbursement of books and supplies policy for
Title IV eligible students must be provide to
students in their consumer disclosures.

 Catalog Student Handbook
 All required Title IV authorizations are discussed during
student’s financial aid / payment meeting
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Drug and Alcohol
Policy

This policy describes the institution's
expectations of student and employee conduct,
defines drug- and alcohol-related offenses,
describes the physical effects of alcohol, as
well as sanctions against infringement
violations. The prevention plan also provides
abuse prevention and assistance programs. See
also the Drug-Free Schools and Communities
Act; Public Law 101-226

 www.hemspn.edu
 Located in office upon request
 Catalog Student Handbook

Employment
Positions and
Placement Rates
Available

This disclosure provides a list of the
employment positions by field and
corresponding program and the placement rate
(with a description of the methodology used to
obtain the rate) by program.

 Gainful Employment disclosure at www.hemspn.edu
 Admissions Packet presented at Enrollment Information
Meeting
 www.hemspn.edu

Entrance
Counseling for
Student Loan
Borrowers

Prior to the first disbursement, each school
must provide to a first-time borrower of Federal
Direct Loan (other than consolidated or Parent
PLUS loans) comprehensive information on the
terms and conditions of the loan and of the
borrower’s responsibility

 Student are instructed to complete Entrance Counseling
at https://studentaid.gov/

Exit Counseling
for Student Loan
Borrowers

Each school must provide counseling to
borrowers of loans under the Federal Direct
Loan, or Perkins Loan programs (other than
consolidated or Parent PLUS loans) shortly
before the student borrower ceases at least halftime study at the school

 Student loan borrowers shortly before graduation or at
time of dismissal or withdrawal are instructed to
complete Exit Counseling at studentaid.gov
 Students near the end of the program attend an Exit
Counseling session to explain the process

Facilities and
Services
Available to those
with Disabilities

This is a discussion of the institution’s policy
and procedure for providing reasonable
accommodations to qualified individuals with a
disability participating in the school’s
programs.

 Admissions Packet presented at Enrollment Information
Meeting
 Catalog Student Handbook
 www.hemspn.edu

Family Education
Rights and
Privacy Act
(FERPA)

This is a discussion of the institution's policy
for complying with the Family Educational
Rights and Privacy Act of 1974 (FERPA),
which gives students the right to:
• Access their educational records;
• Consent to release a record to a third party;
• Challenge information in their records, and
• Be notified of their privacy rights.
Also discusses the disclosure exceptions –
including the health and safety emergency
exception.

 Catalog Student Handbook
 www.hemspn.edu
 http://www.ed.gov/policy/gen/guid/fpco/ferpa/index.html
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Financial
Assistance

Each school must make available to
prospective and enrolled students information
about:
• All the need-based and non-need-based
federal, state, local, private and institutional
student financial assistance programs (aid)
available to students who enroll at the school
• Terms and conditions of the Title IV, HEA
loans
• Criteria for selecting recipients and for
determining award amount
• Eligibility requirements and procedures for
applying for aid
• Methods and frequency of disbursements of
aid
• Rights and responsibilities of students
receiving Title IV, HEA student Financial Aid,
including criteria for continued student
eligibility and standards for Satisfactory
Academic Progress
• Terms of any loan received as part of
financial aid package, sample loan repayment
schedule, and the necessity for repaying loans
• Procedures and forms by which students
apply for assistance
• General conditions and terms applicable to
employment provided as part of financial aid
package
The exit counseling information the school
provides and collects







Gainful
Employment

The institution provides the following
disclosures using the prescribed template:• The
name and U.S. Department of Labor's Standard
Occupational Classification (SOC) code of the
occupations that the program prepares students
to enter, along with links to occupational
profiles on the U.S. Department of Labor's
O*NET Web site or its successor site.• The ontime graduation rate for students completing
the program.• Normal time to complete the
program (in weeks, months or years).• The
tuition and fees the institution charges a student
for completing the program within normal
time.• The typical costs for books and supplies
(unless those costs are included as part of
tuition and fees), and the cost of room and
board, if applicable.• The job placement rate
for students completing the program, if
required by the state or accreditor.• The median
loan debt incurred by students who completed
the program (separately by Title IV loans,
private loans, and institutional debt).

 Gainful Employment link at www.hemspn.edu

Federal Financial Aid / Consumer Handbook
www.hemspn.edu FSA website link
Located in office upon request
During student’s Financial Aid Meeting
Entrance/Exit Counseling Sessions
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Institutional and
Program
Accreditation,
Approval, or
Licensure

• Information on the College’s accreditation
and various programmatic accreditations.

 www.hemspn.edu
 Catalog Student Handbook

Institutional
Information
(Miscellaneous)

Institutional information required by 34 CFR
Sec. 668.43 and other institutional information
• Net Price Calculator
• Vaccination Policies
• Copyright Information - This policy describes
the process necessary for legal compliance with
Federal, state, and local statutes, and outlines
the school’s disciplinary actions for
infringement violations.
• Penalties – drug-related offenses
• College Navigator website
• Student Body Diversity
• Textbook Information
• Voter Registration

 Net Price Calculator link at www.hemspn.edu
 Admission Packet provided at Enrollment Information
Meeting
 Catalog Student Handbook
 Student’s Financial Aid Meeting
 Annual Safety & Security Report located on website
 College Navigator link at www.hemspn.edu
 Student Library

Misrepresentation

The Institution has several formal processes in
place to ensure that
• The Institution does not misrepresent the
nature of its educational program.
• The Institution does not misrepresent the
nature of its financial charges.
The Institution it does not misrepresent the
employability of its graduates

 Catalog Student Handbook

National Student
Loan Data System

Schools that enter into an agreement with a
potential student, student, or parent of a student
regarding a Title IV, HEA loan are required to
inform the student or parent that the loan will
be submitted to the National Student Loan Data
System (NSLDS) and will be accessible by
guaranty agencies, lenders, and schools
determined to be authorized users of the data
system.

(NSLDS)
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 Federal Financial Aid Consumer Handbook
http://www.hemspn.edu/financial-aid/

Notice of Federal
Student Financial
Aid Penalties for
Drug Law
Violations

Each school must provide to every student
upon enrollment a separate, clear and
conspicuous written notice with information on
the penalties associated with drug-related
offenses under existing section 484 (r) of the
HEA

 Student are given Drug Conviction Consequences for
Students Receiving Title IV Financial Aid document to
sign during the financial aid process

Price of
Attendance

Each school must make available to
prospective and enrolled students information
about the price of attendance, including tuition
and fees, books and supplies, room and board,
transportation costs and any additional costs
for the program in which the student is enrolled
or expresses an interest

 Student are given an Admissions Packet which includes
a fee schedule upon applying
 This information is also found on the website
www.hemspn.edu
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Principles of
Excellence for
Educational
Institutions
Serving Members,
Veterans,
Spouses, and
Other Family
Members

In carrying out the principles of E.O. 13607, an
institution commits to provide the College
Financing Plan to veterans and service
members before they decide to attend the
institution. This might be accomplished most
easily by providing the College Financing Plan
to all students.

 Student receive a Fee Schedule in the Admissions
Packet
 www.hemspn.edu

Refund Policy,
Requirements for
Withdrawals and
Return of Title IV
Financial Aid

Each school must make available to
prospective and enrolled students information
about:

 Can be found in the Catalog Student Handbook
 http://www.hemspn.edu/need-to-know/

o

Any refund policy the school must
comply with for the return of unearned
tuition and fees or other refundable
portions of costs paid to the school

o

Requirements and procedures for
official withdrawal.

o

Requirement for Return of Title IV,
HEA grant or loan aid

Student Code of
Conduct

• This document provides a code of ethics and
conduct that students are expected to follow
while on campus or in attendance at a school
sponsored function.

 Catalog Student Handbook
 www.hemspn.edu
o Policy Prohibiting Sex Discrimination,
Sexual Harassment, Stalking and
Retaliation
o Non-discrimination and anti-harassment
policies and procedures

Student Right-toKnow Act

The completion or graduation rate of certificate
or degree-seeking, first-time, full-time,
undergraduate students. The data are to be
available by July 1 each year for the most
recent cohort that has had 150 percent of
normal time for completion by August 31 of
the prior year.
If the information is requested by a prospective
student, it must be made available prior to the
student’s enrolling or entering into any
financial obligation with the school.
Further the completion or graduation rates are
disaggregated by:
• Gender
• Major racial and ethnic subgroup (as defined
in IPEDS)
• Recipients of a Federal Pell Grant
• Recipients of a subsidized Stafford Loan who
did not receive a Pell Grant
Students who did not receive either a Pell Grant
or subsidized Stafford Loan

 Net Price Calculator link at www.hemspn.edu
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Transfer of Credit

The HEMSPN statement of transfer of credit
policies.

 Catalog Student Handbook

Voter
Registration Form

• The Institution encourages eligible students to
vote

 Student Library
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Appendix: R

Hannah E. Mullins School of Practical Nursing
Personal Identifiable Information Disclosure

What does Hannah E. Mullins School of Practical Nursing do with your Personal
Information?
Why?

What?

How?

Institutions choose how they share your personal information. Federal law gives consumers the right to limit some
but not all sharing. Federal law also requires us to tell you how we collect, share, and protect your personal
information. Please read this notice carefully to understand what we do.
The types of personal information we collect and share depends on the services you have with us and whether you
are a dependent or independent student. This information can include the following for you, your spouse and your
parents:
 Social Security Number
 Income
 Account balances and payment history
 Federal Income Tax Information
 Credit decisions
All institutions need to share students’ personal information. Listed in the section below are reasons we can share
students’ personal information and whether you can limit this sharing

Reasons we can share your personal information
To process Federal Student Aid
Work with county WIOA programs for funding
To process private loans
To process Veteran’s benefits
To process scholarship opportunities
FBI and BCI background checks and drug screening
Marketing purposes

Who is providing this notice
How HEMSPN protects your
personal information?
Hoes does HEMSPN collect my
personal information?

Why can’t I limit all sharing?

Leave Blank or fill out and
return to office to opt out of
information sharing
OPT OUT

Does HEMSPN Share?
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
NO

Can you limit this sharing?
No
No
No
No
Yes
No
N/A

Hannah E. Mullins School of Practical Nursing (HEMSPN)
To protect your personal information from unauthorized access and use, we use security
measures that comply with federal laws. These measures include computer safeguards and
secured files and buildings:
Personal information can be collected from, for example:
 Your application
 Your FAFSA (ISIR)
 Verification Paperwork
 Tax forms
 W2 or other wage statements
 Medical / Immunization records
 Admission paperwork (example: transcripts)
Sharing information, other than for marketing purposes, is necessary for enrollment into the
program and to receive Federal Student Aid, private loans and county WIOA funds.

Do not share my personal information as listed above. By opting out of the school sharing my
information, I realize none of the above services will be available to me and my enrollment into the
program will be jeopardized.
Printed Name:__________________________
Signature:______________________________ Date:______________
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Appendix: S
ACADEMIC INTEGRITY STATEMENT
Academic integrity requires individuals to:
 Be truthful and accountable
 Refuse to participate in cheating behaviors with others
 Be accountable for the known actions of others (duty to report)
 Consistently abide by this honor code in all circumstances; no exceptions
 Students are not to share information about exams/quizzes in any form of communication
 Cheating results in a zero on this exam/quiz and possible further disciplinary action per
Catalog/Student Handbook.
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Appendix: T
Policies related to the Covid-19 Pandemic
Policy Related to Method of Delivery
Hannah E. Mullins School of Practical Nursing (HEMSPN), in response to the Global Pandemic, starting March 16, 2020 may utilize
a hybrid format for classroom instruction and testing. The United States Department of Education (ED), the Accreditation
Commission for Education in Nursing, Inc. (ACEN) and the Ohio Board of Nursing (OBN) have all allowed this change due to the
severity of the Covid-19 crisis.
In addition, clinical sites have been restricted with limited availability, resulting in some clinical experiences being cancelled. In an
effort to maintain the educational experience for the students’ HEMSPN will be utilizing Rule 4723-5-14 that allow movement of
clock hours between clinical experiences and laboratory experiences within a course.
Policy for Virtual Attendance related to quarantine or isolation due to COVID-19
Attendance will be counted as the time the students are signed on to the online classroom or working on virtual simulation. Roll will
be called by the instructor at the beginning of each class, after scheduled breaks, and at the end of each class. The student must be
present at roll call to be counted as being present in class.
Addendum to Policy for Leave of Absence
The Leave of Absence (LOA) policy will be modified to include Covid-19 circumstances as a reason for a student to apply for a LOA.
Student must provide a detailed explanation as to why they cannot successfully continue in the program at this time. The explanation
will be reviewed, and suggestions will be given to help the student continue. If deemed impossible for the student to continue, a LOA
will be granted
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COVID-19
Infection Policy
NON – VACCINATED with EXEMPTION (individuals must wear a masks at all times)


Weekly COVID testing. Non-vaccinated students are required to be COVID tested weekly and submit the results to the
office Google Classroom by the designated day and time. Failure to do so will result in not being able to attend class,
lab, or clinical until it is uploaded. This does not include any additional testing that the clinical sites may require.

ISOLATION FOR SYMPTOMS
DO NOT come to school or clinical with any symptoms



Must get tested on day 5 of symptoms (day 0 is the start of symptoms)
May return on day 6 if test is negative and fever free for 24 hours

POSITIVE COVID TEST
Everyone, regardless of vaccination status.



Stay home for 10 days.
Must be fever free for 24 hours before returning.

EXPOSED TO SOMEONE WITH COVID
Have been boosted
OR
Completed the primary series of Pfizer or Moderna vaccine within the last 6 months
OR
Completed the primary series of J&J vaccine within the last 2 months
 Wear a mask around others for 10 days.
 Test on day 5
If you develop symptoms get a test and stay home.
If you:
Completed the primary series of Pfizer or Moderna vaccine over 6 months ago and are not boosted
OR
Completed the primary series of J&J over 2 months ago and are not boosted
OR
Are unvaccinated
 Stay home for 5 days. After that continue to wear a mask around others for 5 additional days.
 If you can’t quarantine you must wear a mask for 10 days.
 Test on day 5
If you develop symptoms get a test and stay home
QUARANTINE AND ISOLATION POLICY FOR THOSE LIVING IN THE SAME HOUSEHOLD AS A COVID POSITIVE
INDIVIDUAL REGARDLESS OF VACCINATION STATUS:
● Must isolate for 10 days.
● Must have a PCR (not a rapid test) COVID test on day 9.
● Can return to school once results are back, if negative and symptom free and fever free for 24 hours.
● Results must be emailed to the Director, Associate Director or info@hemspn.edu as soon as received.
Sources:
https://www.cdc.gov/media/releases/2021/s1227-isolation-quarantine-guidance.html
Day 0 is your first day of symptoms or a positive viral test.
https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/your-health/quarantine-isolation.html
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ALL ABSENCES RELATED TO COVID-19 AND RETURN TO SCHOOL:
a) Results from COVID-19 test must be emailed to the Director.
b) Once cleared to return to school, missed hours must be made up, may be evenings and/or weekends, face to face or
virtually
c) During Quarter 4, student may “Conditionally Graduate” on the scheduled graduation date if:
(1) The student is in process of making hours up
d) The certificate will be rewarded when all hours and all other requirements are completed in the Program of Study.
e) Federal Financial Aid will be processed according to Dept. of ED regulations concerning COVID-19.
This is an evolving situation and changes may be made in the future based on the declared emergency
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